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B3EVERAGE .X-NENNAS Frit' HF COMI¶UNICATIONS, DIRECTION FINDING AND

OVER-1WHE-HORIZON RADARS

by

J. Litva and B.J. Rook

ABS'T'RACT

I, Adetailed description is given of the exper-
imenal and Theoretical results obtained from a
study of the Beverage antenna. The results show
that this antenna is useful as a receiving
antenna in the high frequency range because it is
highly directive, largely freqi.ency independent,
has a low take-off angle and is relatively inex-
pensive to construct. Since the electrical
properties of the ground over which HF antennas
may be situated will affect their performance, a
novel technique is described, which utilizes a
single Beverage element to determine these
properties. Comprehensive Beverage antenna
engineering-design-data have been calculated and
tabulated in a readily accessible format for the
communications engineer. Beverage antennas are
shown to be effective elements or "building
blLocks" for HF antenna systems, such as rosette
and linear antenna arrays. These have application
to HF direction finding, ov -the-horizon radar
and point-to-point comnunic • .vsterms. It is
shown that a Beverage linear a ray system has
sufficient gain at high frequeny that it may be
used in the transmitting as well as the receiving
mode. A listing of a compute.- program is included
wilich can b,- ised to calculate all necessary design
parametcrs of either single Beverdge antennas or
arrays of Bever-ge antennas.
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1I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE BEVERAGE ANTENNA

A Beverage antennak is a non-resonant broadband antenna which has beer.
used and tested over the frequency range 3 to 30 MHz. It consists of a long
wire (Figure 1) stretched horizontally above the ground and is, in essence, a
lossy transmission line with the ground acting as the conductor for the return
current. Its characteristic impedance is approximately 400-600 ohms. The
antenna is terminated in its characteristic impedance at cie end, via a
ground screen, and the received signal is taken from the ocheL end through a
transforrer, one side of which is connected to ground via aitcther ground
screen. The transformer is used to match the 400-600 ohm impedance of the
antenna to a standard 50-ohm coaxial cable. The direction of the beail, or
maximum sensitivity of the antenna to radio signals, is toward the terminated
end. The dimensions of HF Beverage antennas are as follows; their lengths
vary from 50 to 150 m and their heights atove ground vary from 0.3 to 3 m.
Typically though, their length and height are respectively about 110 m and
1.5 m.

The behaviou: of the Beverage antenna can most easily be described in
the role of a receiving antenna. One imagines the anteuna subdivided into
elements of equal length, each of which is affected by a direct and indirect
ray emanating from a radio transmitter. The resulting horizontal component
of the electrical field outside each element is the vector sum of the hori-
zontal components associated with the two rays. The resultant electric-field
component for each element will induce an alternating voltage in that element.
The elements can now be thought of as containing RF generators, which cause
RF currents to flow that are attenuated at the receiver terminals in propor-
tion to the distance of the antenna element from the receiver. The energy
arriving at the terminated end is absorbed and dissipated by the terminating
resistor; the magnitude of the current at the receiving end is the vector sum
of the currents generated by each imaginary generator, delayed in phase and
attenuated in amplitude in proportion to the distance of the generator from
the receiving end of the antenna.

1.2 PREVIOUS WORK

The inicLial developmental work performed with the Beverage nntenna was
carried out by H.H. Beverage prior to 1923. He tested tne antenna on a
transoceanic circuit using long waves in the frequency range 12 to 42 KHz and
found that with antenna lengths of approximately one wavelength (7 to 25 km)
the antenna was effective in reducing interference and static because of its
directive nature. This work was first reported in a near classical paper by
Beverage, et. a! (1921),

Travers et al. did extensive theoretical and experimental research with
the Beverage antenna from 1961 to 1967. Their work is documented in a series
of reports, vwith limited distribution, submitted to the U.S. Navy. A brief
unclassified summary of their work appeared in Martin et al. (1965).



The work of Travers ec al. consisted of the first extensive application
of the antenna for rý_cepLion at HF frequen.ces. In the course of their work
they concluded that the antenna was an eff,_ctive low cost element with high
directivity that worked over good as well as poor soil throughout the complete
band from I to 30 MHz. They found it to be non-resonanr over at least a five
octave frequency range when its length was greater than one-half wavelength,
and impedance to be primarily resistive and flat over the HF band. Numerous
theoretical antenna radiation patterns were calculated for various antenna
lengths, heights, soil conditions, radio wave polarizations and elevation
aigles-of-arrival. They also concluded that due to its directive nature, the
antenna was not only useful for reception but also for transmission either
singly or arrayed.

Extensive developmental work was also performed by Travers et al. in HF
airection finding using large numbers of Beverage antenna configured in rosette
arrays of various dimensions. In one 360* rosette array, for example, the
elements were 120 m in length and separated by 100. The standard deviation
in angle-of-arrival of 402 bearings taken on sky-wave signals "of chance" was
reported to be 3.8*. In another invti!lation, a 72* rosette array with
elements 300 m in length separated bq 20 yielded a standard deviation for 408
bearings of 1.040.

na,_- developmental work has been performed by the staif of Rome Air
* Development Center (RADC) at their Dexter, N.Y. antenna site. This has been

d. directed towards developing an effective over-the-horizon (OTH) radar antenna.

A number of linear phased arrays have been constructed and tested i n both the
radar receive and transmit modes. A two-dimensional array is curretly being
evaluated and is being used to develop and test adaptive array techivques.
Their initial work pre-dates that performed by CRC. Discussions between CRC
and RADC personnel were held prior to CRC's embarkning on the HF antenna
program described in thWs report.

1.3 MOTIVATION FOR CRC WO,<K

Originally, the motivation for conducting developmental work on
Beverage antennas came from a CRC requirement for a highly directional OTH
radar receive antenna with a 3600 azimuthal capability. This antenna was to
be sited at Cambridge Bay, N.W.T. and wP3 therefore required to withstand
extreme climatic conditions. A thorough search of coimnercially available HF
antennas revealed the following gerneral shortcomings:

- they were prohibitively expensive;

- their installation was expensive because it required specialized
personnel and equipment;

- they had large moving structures which could prove to be troublesome
in low Arctic temperatures;

- their directivity gains were limited to about 10 dB atd their azifuthal
beamwidths were at least 60 degrees;

- they required extensive ground screens;

- their maintenance requirements were auito Eubstantial and therefore
expensive.
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It was decided, on the basiu of the encouraging results of early
radiation pattern measurements of Beverage antennas, that a rosette array r
24 Beverage antennas (elements) be installed at Cambridge Bay, N.W.T. The
elements of the rosette array were phased in pairs, giving 12 fixed beams,
which could be selected with a remotely operated electrical switch located at
the centre of the array. This configuration of Beverage elements resulted in
an inexpensive highly directional HF antenna which %ad a low physical profile,
and in addition, contained no moving parts. The CamLridge Ray rosette array
was, needless to say, found to be an effective O1M radar receiving antenna.
The success realized in this application pointed to the use of Beverage
antennas as "building blocks" for wide-aperture inexpensive RF antennas. These
would find use in HF communicatinas, OTH radars and HF direction finding
systems. The Beverage antenna's attractiveness stems from its high direct-
ivity and wide bandwidth characteristics, and of utmost importance, its
ismplicity and low cost.

It was decided that a thorough knowledge of its parameters was required
to allow for optimization of its performance in various configurations. The
motivatio. then for the antenna work that has taken place at CRC since 1971

has been, simply, to derive a complete description of the technical parameters
of the antenna an., to determine, by testing, its potential as an KF antenna.
"With this in mind tests and evaluations have been performed in three distinct
areas: namely, communications, direction finding and radar. Extensive
measurements have been performed on individual Beverage elements and compared
with results derived by using theoretical developments that have been publish-
ed elsewhere. Comprehensive engineering data have been calculated and
tabulated in a readily accessible and usable format. These ean be used by
the communications engineer to effectively design HF Beverage antenna systems.
Techniques have been developed which permit comprehensive assessments of
antenna sites. Finally, a computer program was developed, based in large
measure on the theoretical work performed at the South West Research Institute
(SVRI). This gives CRC a capability for calculating parameters for either
single Beverage elements or arrays of Beverage elements.

1.4 PREVIEW

This report gives a summnary of the experimental and theoretical data
that have been accumulated and developed, respectively, at the Communications
Re3earch Centre since July 1971 at which time some exploratory measurements
were performed on a Beverage antenna erected at Hall Beach, N.W.T.

Because of the large wavelengths exhibited by HF radio waves, the
grcund on which HF antennas are erected must be considered an integral part
of these antennas. Therefore, properties of the ground must be taken into
consideration when attempting to determine the performance of HF antennas.
With this in mind techniques are outlined in Section 2 for measuring ground
parameters for siting of Beverage or other HF antennas, by the erection of a
sing!% Beverdge t'leuwent and meas-urement nf its electrical pars .meter5. The
effect of the electrical properties of the ground on the antenna's impedance,
gain, current-wave velocity, current-wave attenuation, take-off angle, etc.,
is discussed in considerable detail. It is shown that any one of these
readily-measured parameters can be used to derive the electrical parameters
of the ground.
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Once the electrical paraneters of the ground to be used are known,
precise engineering of Reverage anterwas can be accomplished by referring to

0 data given iri Appendix II. It consists of theoretical curves which give the
following Beverage antenna pararAeters; azimuthal beamwidth, vertical beam-
width, power gain and vertical take-off angle. These are given for a wide

K range of antenna geometries (length and height) and ground parameters. An
extensive comparison is also made of rheoretically derived and measured
antenna parareters to defiae the precision and confidence levels that can be
assigned to the theoretic-l curves.

It is shown that the performance of a single Beverage element, as a
receive antenna in the HF band, is not degraded by its low efficiency (-2%).
SThis is due to the presence of atmospheric and galactic noise at HF frequencies
making the DIY environment inherently noisy.

Section 4 deals with rosette and linear phased arrays using Beverage
antennas as basic building blocks. Results are given of evaluations performed
on a number of prototype Beverage arrays used as direction finding and
communications antennas. These have been developed and constructed by CRC
during the course of the work described in this report. Both their theoret-
ical and measured electrical parameters are given in this section.

It is also shown in Section 4 that a linear phased array of Beverage
antennas c-an be effectively used no.- only as a point-to-point communications
receive antenna, but also as a transmit antenna. Although the efficiency of
a singla element is only about 1.5Z, resulting in an antenna with a power gain
of 0 dBi, an iucrease in efficiency due to a reduction in ground losses can
be realized by phasing a number of antenna elements together. It is expected
that an efficiency of 25% can be realized in practice, which then permits
fabrication of communications antennas with power gains of about 15-18 dBi.
The performance of these antennas survasses in many instances, that of
classical antennas. Furthermore can be installed and maintained at an
antenna site at a fraction of the of classical antennas.

The majority of the theoretical development used in this report is given
in Appendix IV. Equations are derived which permit the calculation of all
pertinent electrical parameters for Beverage elements. A later section of
Appendix IV gives equations which can be used to calculate radiation patterns
of linear phased arrays. Finally, a listing is given of the computer program
used to calculate the electrical parameters of both single Beverage elements
and also linear phased arrays of Beverage antennas.

2. SITING OF BEVERAGE ANTENNAS

2.1 SITING

The electrical properties of the ground over which a Beverage antenna
or any HF antenna is erected affect its electrical parameters and thereby its
performance. It is of particular importance that the ground surrounding
Beverage antenna arrays be chosen to be as isotropic and homogeneous as
possfble to ensure that the radiation patterns of the individual antennas are

- . . . . .. . . . .-.. . .. .. . .. . .
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s etricsl. similar and not skewed in azimuth. Variations in the electrical
pVoperties of the ground will tend to degrade the radiation patterns of
antenna arrays and in particular Beverage arrays.

The electrical parameters of the ground at Cambridge Bay, N.W.T., are
deduced from a number of independent Beverage antenna parameter measurements.
These are described in detail in Section 2.3. A topographical map of the site
showing the location of both the rosette and linear Beverage antenna arrays
is piven in Figures 2 and 3. The numerous lakes in the vicinity of these
antennas suggests that the ground at this site is not likely to be either
isotropic or homogeneous. In general, the terrain, although relatively flat.
is interspersed with hills. The elevation of the rosette and linear Beverage
antenna arrays above sea level respectively was approximately 100 and 50 ft.
The rosette antenna array was sited near the crest of a hill whereas the
linar antenna array was sited in an adjacent low-lying area.

2.2 HOMOGENEITY OF THE GROUND

Two types of measurements were performed at Cambridge Bay to detect any
heterogeneity in the ground surrounding the Beverage rosette antenna array.
Th•e posivcion of the rosette array is shown in the topographical map given in
Figure 2. The first consisted of field intensity measurements in the vicinity
of a A/4 monopcle. They were made on the ground with a field intensity meter.
The range of the meter from the monopole was 610 m throughout, and its azimuth
was incremented in 15* steps. The monopole was excited by a 9.5 MHz one-watt
source and was located at the geometrical centre of the array. Results arE
g~ven in Figure 4 of the measurements which were made on 26 July 1972 and
26 September 1972. The first measurement was made prior to the installation
of the rosette antenna array, while the latter was made following its
installation. They both indicate that the ground within a 610 m radius of
the rosette antenna array is relatively homogeneous in azimuth, although there
are small perturbations probably caused by the small lakes and hills in the
vicinity of the array. For example, peaks in signal level in Figure 4 occuw
at azimuths of 120, 2408 and 3000. Figure 2 i-.dicates that these correspond
closely to azimuths wherat at leab. -art rf Lhe ground bet'oen the monopole
and detector is covered with water. It is of some interest to note that the
irregularities appearirg on the curve for 26 July also appear on the curve
for 26 September. The field intensity level measured on 26 September was
roughly 5 "B greater than that measured on 26 July, which was contrary to
expectations since the electrical parameters of the ground in the Arctic are
usually considered to deteriorate during the winter season. However, the
increase is easily explained if it is attributed to a decrease in the effect-
ive distance of propagation due to an enhancement of the conductivity of that
portion of the path covered with Beverage antennas and their copper ground
screens.

The second type of measurement was performed in the air with an air-
craft. An airborne measurement of the field intensity emitted by a dipole
was trdp on 19 August 1974. The monopole was located slightly northeast of
the rosette array for this measurement. Its location is given in Figu-e 3.
An improved XELEDOP technique (Barnes, 1965) was employed to make the
measurements.



A XUL-10P is a short dipole antenna with an 1fF trasmirter located at
itu terminalb. Antesmna pattern measurements are made by towing this package
bdhind an aircraft. Since the package used at C;.mbridge Bay consisted of a
-short dipole antenna and an UF receiver at its terminals rather than a trans-
mitter it was called a RELE'DOP.

The amplitude of the fields radiated by the monopole antenna was
measured with an aircraft and the RELBDOP package and the data were relayed
to a chart recorder located in the aircraft. The aircraft towing the REtEDOP
flew at an altitude of 10,000 ft. (3.05 km) and a constant range of 8 nm
(14.6 kn) from a ground based radar situated near the monopole. The elevation
angle-of-arrival of a ray joining the detector and the monopole was 11.60.
The results of a measurement made at 9.75 MHz are shown in Figure 5 together
with the reasured pattern of a Beverage pair antenna. More will be said of
the Beverage pair antenna measurement at a later time.

The accuracy of these field intensity measurements was determined
primarily by the accuracy to which the aircraft could be kept at a range of
8 nm from the tracking radar. This value was ±0.1 nm. Since the relative
change in field intensity E at the aircraft due to this variation in range r
is given by

E + AE +r 0.1---- •¢ • 1 + -i- - 1 +

it follows that the accuracy of the measurement was -0.1 dB. The physical
separation of the monopole and the tracking radar caused a systematic error
in the measurements. This error is easily corrected by using the inverse
relationship between field intensity and range.

An example of the accuracy of t 'e measurements is provided in Figure 5
by the variation in the level of the background signal. The level was
approximately 0.8 dB greater at an azimuth of 1250 than at an azimuth of 305*.
The radar used to track the aircraft with the RELEDOP was not collocated with
the monopole, as mentioned before, but rather, was located in "D" train which
was a distance of 0.41 nm from the monopole, on a radial whose azimuth was
125'. Therefore, at an azimuth of 1250 the aircraft was 0.82 nm further from
the monopole than when its azimuth was 305*. This would be expected to
produce a variation of 0.85 dB in the measured field intensity, which is in
close agreement with what was measured.

It is of interest to note that the variation in the field radiated by
the monopole antenna and which is attributable to variations in the topography
of the land in the vicinity of the antenna is less than 0.5 dB. This result

-* is surprising because the terrain slopes down from the monopole for azimuths
between 20 and 200', whereas for azimuths between 240 and 20* the terrain not
only is rougher, but the monopole is somewhat obscured by the crest of the

* hill on which i. is situated. At thes: aa'ih& oze would bacr, both
scattering of the electromagnetic cnergy and some obscuration of the monopole
by the crest of the hill.

- 3,sN- -r~S.~-~~



The second is the superior of the two techniques used at Cambridge Bay
for determining the homogeneity of the ground. This stems from its close
simulation of a skywave configuration. The first technique measures the
effect of the ground on the electromagnetic wave which propagates from the
vertical monopole directly to the detector. The strength of the signal is
proportional primarily to the conductivity of the ground over which the wave
propagates. Variations in the strength of the signal can be attributed to
variations in the electrical conductivity of the ground. In the second
technique, the signal at the detector consists of a direct ray not affected
by the ground and a reflected wave whose amplitude and phase is a function of
the electrical parameters of the ground. This dependence can be observed in
Figures 6 and 7 where 10 MRz reflection coefficients are given for seven types
of ground. This latter technique allows one, in principle, to deduce the
ground reflection coefficient in the vicinity of the source-monopole antenna
and therefore the electrical ground parameters. It in effect integrates the
properties of the ground over a region approximately the size of one fresnel
zone, which for a 10 MHz monopole antenna receiving electromagnetic energy at
an elevation angle of say 11.60, is an ellipse whose dimensions are 780 by
i60 meters. The total area contained within this ellipse is 23.6 acres,
approximately twice the area covered by the rosette antenna array shown in
Figure 3. Clearly, the second technique is superior to the first for probing
ground homogeneity, simply because it employs a geometry which is a closer
approxirmtion to that used when HF skywaves are used for communications,
direction finding or OTH radars.

Tn Figure 3 a compass rose has been drawn concentric with the location
of the .onopole used for the airborne tests. The dashed circle defines the
outer edge of the first Fresnel zone at 10 MHz. The bottom curve (binary
curve) in Figure 5 is intended to indicate the location of the lakes within
the area described by the circle in Figure 3. It was derived from Figure 3,
firstly, by drawing radials, at appropriate azimuthal increments, from the
centre of the circle to its circumference. If the radial was found to pass
over a lake contained within this cirrle it was assigned the number "one".
On the other hand, if it did not it was assigned the number zero. In the
bottom graph in Figure 5 these numbers are plotted against their azimuths.
The dashed lines in Figure 5 attempt to show that there is a correlation
between the measured variation in the monopole's terminal voltage and the
location of the lakes contained within the circle in Figure 3. The correlation
is particularly good for azimuthas between 234 and 286* where a substantial
portion of a relatively large lake is in the first Fresnel region of the
monopole antenna. The correlation at other azimuths is not as well defined
due to the difficulty of deciding where, in terms of their effect on the
reflected ray, the lakes effectively start and stop and also the difficulty
of matching the perturbations in terminal voltage to the correct lake. Never-
theless, the good agreement in Figure 5 between the azimuths at wi-ich
perturbation occur on the field intensity curve and the azimuths at which
the binary curve has a value of 1 suggests a high degree of correlation
between the perturbations anA the presence of lakes. Figure 5 provides an
example therefore of the cha'•acteristics exhibited by pertrubations caused
by " )und which is not homogeneous anH in particular it demonstraLes LheiK
relative magnitudes.

i t I II I
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2.3 MEPStiEMEN[ UF GROUND CONSTANlS

he �grouid paraidieters at Cambridge Bay were derived independently from
five mcaýurc-ment:ý which are described in detail and are as follows:

-- easurement ot the amplitude of the field radiated by a monopole as a
furnction of radial distance from the monopole;

- measurement ,t the input impedance of a Beverage antenna as a function
cof frequency;

- reasurement of the phase velocity of a current-wave on a Beverage
antenna as a function of frequency;

- measurement of the attenuation of a current-wave on a Beverage
antenna as a function of frequency;

- measurement of the gain of a Beverage antenna at 9 MHz.

Four of the five methods involv2 measurements of Beverage antenna
parameters. The first was included 'o serve as a check on the accuracy of
the remaining four. They will be discussed individually, and in particular,
it will be shown that Beverage antenna parameters can be used to find the
electrical constants of the ground beneath the antenna. The ground parameters
can then be used to derive certain other essential electrical parameters of
the Beverage antenna using a computer program developed at CRC and which is
based in part on theoretical work described by Travers et al (1964). This
program and the theoretical development on which it is based are described in
complete detail in Appendix IV. The program can be used to calibrate gain
and azimuthal radiation patterns of arrays of Beverage antennas for a given
elevation angle.

2.3.1 Field Intensity Versus Radial Distance

A measurement of field intensity versus distance from a monopole antenna
excited with a 9.75 MHz transmitter was made on 18 August 1974. The location
of the monopole is shown in Figure 3. The radial along which the measure-
ments were made coincided with a road which ran to the north-west of the
monopole. The results are shown plotted in Figure 8 with two theoretical
curves derived from a Sommerfeld analysis of ground-wave propagation (Terman,
Electronic and Radio Engineering, p. 804, 1955) for average ground (wet) and
poor ground. Their conductivities and dielectric constants are given in
"Table I, which lists the electrical parameters of nine distinct and identi-
fiable types of earth. There is good agreement between the theoretical curve
for poor ground and the experimental results of 18 August 1974. The field
intensity measurements made on 26 September 1972 and 26 July 1972 are also
included. These were previously given in greater detail in Figure 4. Average
values are plotted with error bars showing the range of the variation in the
measurements due to inhomogeneities in the ground.
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TABLE I

Eanth Conductivity Converntion Table
(With Typical Dielectric Constants) (After Traver et a, 1964)

Redisvity Dielectric
Conductivity (a) 1 constant

a (TypicWa)
Type of miu eas MKS MKS (Relative

EUth (Abffio cm) (statmnho cm) (mho-mter) (ohm-m•ete') Units)

Sea Water S x 10-1 1 4.5 x 110 ' 5 .2 S1

Sea Water 3 x 10"' 2.7 x 10'0 3 .33 81

Wet Rich Sa 3 x 103 2.7 x 108  .03 33 15 - 16

Aver age Soil
(Wet) I x 10"'1 9 x 10, .01 100 10-25

Average Soil

(Dry) 3x 10"-4  2.7x 10' 3x 10-3  333 10- 15

Poor Soil 1 x 10"1 9 Y 106 1 XC1 10 10

Poor Soil
(Dry) 3 x 10-"' 2.7 x 106 3 x 10-4  3.3 x 103 8

Dry Sand 1 x 10' 5  9 x 10  1xl i0 5

Dry Granite

1(Subsurface) I x 10"8 900 10"7 107 P'robably
<5

The average value of field intensity measured on 26 July 1972 is con-
sistent with a ground wave which has propagated a distance of 0.610 km over
dry average soil (a - 3 x 10-3 mhctf4, c - 12). This is best seen in Figure 9,
which gives theoretically derived values of field intensity at a distance of
0.610 km from a short vertical antenna excited with 1 kw of RF power. Since
the radiation pattern of a A/4 monopole is similar to a short vertical antenna
these results also apply to the field radiated by a monopole. The calculated
values which were derived from Figure 22-2 and Equation 22-1 in Terman (1955)
are a function of the electrical constants of the earth over which the wave
has propagated.

In Figure 9 they have been calculated for seven of the types of earth
listed in Table I, ranging from dry sand to sea water. The dashed line is a
best fit to the theoretically derived values. The length of the vertical
aides of the rectangle are proportional to the variation in field intensity
"measured at Cambridge Bay. The horizontal extent of the rectangle defines
the range in the ground conductivity. 1L vayiez between 2 x 10 ' and 8 x 10-
or as defined in Table I the ground type varies between about poor soil and
"average soil (wet). On the average though the ground type might be best
classified as being average soil (dry).

The soil at Cambridge Bay is not homogenous because it was found to vary
between poor soil and average suil (wet). Lakes were observed to have a



bigher conductivity than the surrounding terrain because their- piesence
en!,anced the average conductivity of the region that contained them.

The value of field intensity shown in Figure 8 for 26 St-ptember 1972 is
also consistent with the conclusion that the ground type is average soil (dry).

It must be remembered that these measureme.nts were made with the rosette
array in place. It is surmised that the copper wire associated with the

rosette array increased the conductivity of the ground over the first 0.152

km of Lhe 0.610 km path between the monopole and the field intensity meter.

To demonstrate the effect of the ground screen, first the field intel•sity
at a distance of 0.152 km from a monopole is calculated for average ground

(dry). Using the material quoted in Terman (1955) it is found to be 112.6

dB > I jiv/m. If the rosette array were to improve the conductivity of the
ground so that it was equivalent to that of wet rich soil with the dielectric
constant remaining unaltered the flield strength of 0.152 km would increase to
119.8 dB > 1 wv/m. Thus an improvement in conductivity of the first 0.152 km
of a 0.610 km path of this magnitude is sufficient to increase the signal

level measured at a distance of 0.152 km and also 0.610 km from the monopole
by 7.2 dB. This is sufficient to account for the discrepancy between the

measurements made an 26 September and 26 Jtly 1972.

It may be conicluded that the ground in the vicinity of the rosette array
corresponds on the average to average ground (dry). Measurements show in
addition that it varies between poor ground and average ground (wet).

2.3.2 Beverage Antenna Parameters

(a) Inpedance Measurements: Impedance measurements were made as a
function of frequi.,cy on seven of the twenty-four Beverage antennas contained
in the Cambridge Bay rosette antenna array. The average of these seven
measurements is plotted as a dashed curve in each of the four diagrams given
in Figure 10. The quasi-periodic nature of the experimental curve indicates
a standing wave condition on the Beverage antennas which suggests that the
antennas were not terminated in their characteristic impedances.

Two theoretical curves of input impedance are also included in each of
the diagrams of Figure 10, one for a Beverage antenna terminated in 390 ohms
and the other for a Beverage antenna termiiuated in its characteristic
impedance. The graphs are for four different types of soil consisting of
poor soil, average soil (dry), average soil (wet) and wet rich soil. In all
cases the antenna's height above ground is 1 neter.

A comparison of the amplitude and phasei of the perturbations on the
experimental curve an6 the theoretical curve for a 390 P. termination,
suggests closest agreement occurs for average soil (dry) and average soil
(wet). From these input impedance measurements one concludes that the soil
type at Cambridge Bay, in terms of its electrical parameters is located
be-,een, Oi - 3 !0- , 12 10nd 10 = _0-2 - • 2  17. where the values
of C are medians of those listed in Table I.

(b) Attenuation Measurements: One of the Beverage antenna pairs in
the rosette array was excited with an RF generator at a number of frequencies
between 5.8 and 23.7 MHz. The resulting amplitude of the current-wave on one



of the wires was measured with a current probe, as a function of distan.ce
from the feed point. In Figure 11 the relative amplitude of the current versus
the distance from the feed point is shown for the various test frequencies.
The attenuation constant for the Beverage element was derived from Chese
curves and is also plotted as a function of frequency In Figure 11. The
attenuation constant increases monotonically with increasing frequency.

Theoretical values of current-wave attenuation on a Beverage antenna
whose height above ground is one meter are given in Figure 12 for average soil
(dry), average soil (wet) and wet rich soil. Tha experimental curve for
Cambridge Bay is superimposed in each graph so that a comparison can be
readily made between the experimental and theoretical curves. The best afree-
ment occurs for ground parameters for average soil (wet); namely, 0 - 10-
mho/m and C - 17.0.

(c) Measurement of P•ase Velocity: The termination of one of the
Beverage antennas in the Cambridge Bay rosette array was replaced with a
"short". The antenna was then excited with an RF generator at frequencies of
5, 10, 15 and 20 MHz. The short circuit caused an RF current standing wave
condition on the antenna. A current probe was used to locate current-wave
nodes which were numbered consecutively, starting from the terminated end.
The measurements are plotted in Figure 13 in terms of distance of the nulls
from the terminated end as a function of their assigned numbers. The wave-
length of the current-wave is readily derived from the slopes of the straight
lines. The velocity of the wave is then calculated and the ratios of the
"current-wave velocities and the speed of light are plotted in Figure 14.
Theoretical values of current-wave velocity ratios are given for antenna
heights between 0.3 and 3.0 meters and for average soil (dry), average soil
(wet) and wet rich soil.

The agzeement in Figure 14 between the experimental end theoretical
curves is not sufficiently close to allow for an unambiguous selection of che
ground types. Further measurements need to be made to resclve the discrepancy
between tha theoretical and experimental values of current-wave velocity.

(d) Measurement of Beverage Pair Gain. A derivation of the Beverage
pair gain, based for the most part, on the data in Figure 5 is as follows:

- gain of Beverage pair antenna with respect to (w.r.t.) the

monopole antenna at an elevation angle of 110 6 dB

- Beverage pair cable losses 5 dB

- monopole antenna cable losses 7.5 dB

- net gain of Beverage pair w.r.t. oonopole antenna 3.5 dB

- gain of monopole antenna w.r.t. isotropic (assuming
average soil wet) at 110 elevation angle -1 dB

- gain of monopole antenna w.r.t. isotropic (assuming
poor soil) at 11° elevation angle -5 dB

- gain of Beverage pair w.r.t. isotropic (assuming average
soil wet) at elevation angle of 110 2.5 dBi
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- gain of Beverage pair w.r.t. Isotropic (assuming poor
soil) at elevation angle of 110 -1.5 dBi

- gain of Beverage pair antenna at nose w.r.t. gain at 110 No dB

- gain of Beverage antenna w.r.t. Beverage pair antenna -3 dB

- gain of Beverage antenna .. r.t. isotropic (assuming
average soil - wet) -0.5 dBi

- gain of Beverage antenna w.r.t. isotropic (assuming poor

soil) -4.5 dBi

The theoretical gain of a Beverage antenna whose height above ground is
1 meter and length is 100 meters is given in Figure 21. its value at 10 MHz
is -3.4 dBi and is essentially constant for ground types between poor soil
(dry) and wet rich soil. The gain of a monopole, on the other hand, varies
from +5 dBi for perfect ground to -1 dBi for average soil (wet) and finally
-5 dBi for poor soil. Agreement between the theoretical gain of a beverage
asitenra and that deduced from the Cambridge Bay measurements occurs only if
it is assumed that the monopole at Cambridge Bay was situated on soil which
fell between average soil wet and poor soil. From the Beverage pair gain
measurements, therefore, it can be concluded that the ground type at Cambridge
Bay is roughly average soil (dry).

The gain of a Cambridge Bay Beverage pair was measured previously using
a 9 MHz dipole suspended from a balloon at a distance of 0.488 km from the
centre of the rosette array (Litva and Stevens, 1973). The field at the centre
of the array was measured with a field intensity meter and in addition a
measurement was made of the voltage at the terminals of a Beverage pair
antenna. From these it was concluded that the gain of the Beverage pair was
0 dBi, suggesting the gain of an individual element to be -3 dBi, which is in
close agreement with the theoretical gain. This result tends to lend support
to the argument made above for deducing ground parameters at Cambridge Bay
from a measurement of the gain of a Beverage pair antenna with respect to the
gain of a X/4 monopole antenna.

2.3.3 Listing of Soil Types Deduced froii Field Intensity and Antenna
Measurements

Table II gives a listing of soil types deduced from two distinct types
of measurements performed at Cambridge Bay. The first consist of measure-
ments of the field intensity of ground waves radiated by X/4 monopole
antennas. The second consisted of measurements of those electrical para-
meters of Beverage ante-nas which are a function of the soil type beneath
the antenna.

The soil type at Cambridge Bay is seen in Table II to vary between
poor soil and average soil (wet). It is not homogeneous, but, if it is to
be classif"ed with one label, the one that best describes it is averae- soil
(dry), with the following electrical parameters, a = 3 x 10-3 mho/m One
C- 12.

The agreement shown in Table II between the soil types deduced fr-.a the
various measurements listed iu Table IT is reasonably good. This tends to
corroborate the effectiveness of the CRC Beverage computer program in correct-
ly predicting Beverage antenna parameters, when the ground parameters are known.
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TALdLE /I

Listing of Soil Types Derived from Measurements at Cambridge Bay

Technique Type of Soil o (rnho/m) C (Air ")

I Field Intensity poor soil - average soil 10. 10"7 10 - 17
(wet)

I1 Antenna Measurernunt.

(a) Impedance average soil (dry) 3 x 10.3 12
average soil (wet) 10"1 17

(h) Attenuatioo average soil (wet) 10-2 17

(c) Pha•e Velocity Inconclusive Inconclusive Inconclusive

(d) Gain average soil (dry) 3 x 100' 12

Average average soil (dry) 3 x 10"' 12

Only the current-wave phase velocity was found to be problematic in that
the evidence it provided regarding the soil type at Cambridge Bay was in-
conclusive. Further work is required to resolve the discrepancy between the
measured and theoretical values.

2.4 THEORETICAL ATTENUATION, IMPEDANCE AND PHASE VELOCITY

Theoretical values are given in Appendix I of attenuation, characteristic
impedance and phase velocity of Beverage antennas with heights above ground
varying between 0.3 and 3.0 meters and for seven types of soil. The ground
co:"stants vary from a - 10-7, C - 2 (Dry Granite, substrate) to a - 10-2,

C= 17 (Average soil, wet). These data can be used in the design and
engineering of Beverage antenna systems. Once an antenna site is selected, i
the ground parameters need first to be determined, either by a measurement of

signal strength as a function of distance from a monopole, or by a measurement
of the attenuation of a current-wave on a temporary Beverage antenna. The
value of the terminating resistor can be obtained from the curves of charac-
teristic impedance given in these figures. The attenuation curves can be
used to determine the rower dissipation requirements of the terminating
resistor for Beverage antennas used for transmitting.

In Chapter 3 it will be seen that following a deterrLination of the
ground constants at the chosen antenna site the theoretical radiation patterns
can be derived. The antenna can then be engineered to optimize the take-off
angle, beamwidth, directivity and power gain within the constraints imposed
by the type and quantity of the available real estate.

2.5 DEBERT MEASUREMENTS

The procedures given in Section 2.4 for determining ground paramecers
to facilitate derivation of antenna parameters will be demonstrated by meanp



of an example. The antenna in this example is an eight-element Beverage
array currently being used as a communication antenna at Debert, N.S. These
results presented here will also provide a further test of the CRC Beverage
antenna computer program.

The Beverage array at Debert consists of Beverage elements whose lengths
are 110 m and whose height above ground vary between 0.73 and 2.9 m because
of variatiora in topography. The average height of the elements in the array
is 1.8 m. Most of the measurements reported here were made on element #1,
whos!e height varies between 0.73 and 1.55 m with an average value of 1.13 m.

A composite measurement of the input impedances of the eight-elements
of the Debert array is given in Figure 15(a). Each element was terminated in
its characteristic impedance (Z 0 ). The mognitude of Z, was obtained by
measuring the input impedance of each antenna, at certain frequencies, and
vwrying the value of its terminating resistor until the antenna's input
itipedance was equal to the value of the resistor. The value of the input
impedance at which this agreement occurred was taken as the characteristic
impedance of the element. The measured values in Figure 15(a) are fairly
constant over the frequency range 2 - 17 MHz, suggesting that this procedure
for determining the characteristic impedance is valid. Above 17 MHz a "fall-
off" in impedance is evident on all the elements.

The measured data is compared with a theoretical curve derived for a
Beverage element situated on average suil (wet) with a height above ground of
2 m. The soil type was obtained from a consideration of Figure 16(d) and will
be discussed in more detail later. There is reasonably good agreement between
the theoretical and experimental values in Figure 15(a). The measured input
impedance of element #1 terminated i~t its characteristic impedance is given
in Figure 15(b). The experimental curve is compared here with theoretical
curves for average soil (dry), avrage soil (wet) and wet rich soil. Although
reasonably good agreement exists, the Input impedance of the Beverage antenna
is a weak function of the soil type and therefore does not allow for a unique
selection of soil type.

Open circuit and short zircuit input impedance measurements of element
#1 are given In Figure 15(c) and (d). These measurements were made at
frequencies for which the in~put impedance of the element was real when short
circuited. The curve for characteristic impedance in Figure 16(a) was derived
from the data contained in Figures 15(c) and (d) with the expression

z - oc tsc (1)

where ZC = open circuit impedance

ZSC - closed circuit impedance

20 .=characteristic im•.pedance

The average v'.lue of characteristic impedance determined in this manner
and shown in Figvre 16(a) i. 480 0.
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A plot of abort circuit resonance number for element #1 is given as a
function of frequency in Figure 16(b). These curves were obtained by consec-
utive numbering of the data points in Figure 15(c) and then plotting the
number associated with each resonance point against the frequency at which
the resonance occurred. The phase velocity ratio (n) of the current-wave on
the antenna can be determined from this graph using (2). This expression was
derived by using the fact that the number of half-wavelengths of the current-
wave on the antenna increases by one when the frequency is increased from one
resonance point to the next

S21 (2)

mc

where n - phase velocity ratio

Z - length of the antenna

m - slope of the curve in Figure 16(b)

c - velocity of light

Derived values of the phase velocity ratio for element #1 are plotted
in Figure 16(c) with theoretical curves for wet rich soil and average soil
(wet). Although the agreement is reasonably good, the experimental values
are somewhat greater than the theoretical values.

Finally, the attenuation of the current-wave on element #1 was derived
from the closed circuit impedance measurements given in Figure 15(c) and
Equation (6).

The input impedance of a transmission line is ' "en by (Ramo et al,
1967)

+re- 2yi
Z Z0 1 p e- ey

where Z0 W characteristic impedance

= . input impedance

zL - Z.
0 L ZL + ZO

where Z = load impedanceIL
y - =+ ja (propagation constant)

where attenuation constant (nepers/m)

8 phase constant
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If the line is short circuited. 0 -1 end it follows from (3)

zo - z•! e Z + 0 A + JB (4)

z + z Aj

If the characteristic impedance of the element is assumed to be real then,

i zo W R e

"and Z, M R + jX

where R and X are the real and imaginevr parts respectively of the
input iQedance,

then

(RO - Ri)(RC +R) - Xx 2

A= (Ro + R ) + XZ

and

B• -2 RoXi
(RO + R )2 +WX

Now, if X - 0 then B 0

Ro - Ri
-Ro + R.

From e - A + JB it follows that

S4Z - n(A2 + BI)

g.686 1n A2  (6)
49

where = atteruation constant in dB/m

The attenuation of the current-wave or the Beverage antenna can be
obtained frow (6) and a measurement of Zi at the antenna's resonant frequencies
where Xi - 0. This technique was tested on a Beverage element at CRC whose
length and height above ground was 110 m ard 1 m, respectively. The results
are given in Figure 17 where a comparison is made between the attenuation
determined from the current amplitude measurements along the wire and the



values determined from measurement of Zi. The results derive" from the

impedance measurements show a greater degree of scatter because of interfering
signals on the wire at the time of the measurements. Theoretikal curves are
al-so shown in Figure 17, from which it can be concluded that thi ground at
CRC can be classified as being between average soil (dry) and aierage soil
(wet).

The curve giving -1 versus frequency for Beverage element #1 at Debert
is shown in Figure 16(d) with some superimposed theoretical curves. The
theoretical curve for average soil (wet) shows the best agreement with the
measurements, suggesting this to be the soil type at Debert. This conclusion
is not in disagreement with the visual appearance and texture of the ground
at Debert. I

From the measurement of the open and closed circuit impedances of
Beverage element #1 at Debert, one now knows the characteristic impedance of
the antenna and the soil type at Debert. This information then permits
correct termination of the antenna and in addition a derivation of all the
antenna's electrical properties, in particular, its gain and two dimensional
radiation pattern.

3. BEVERAGE ANTENNA PARAMETERS

3.1 DESIGN PARAMETERS

This section gives theoretically derived design parameters for Beverage
antennas. It is intended that the material will be of sufficient scope to
allow the antenna engineer to design antenna system using Beverage elements,
which will meet his requirements within constraints set by available real
estate. In other words, if the antennas are to be installed on ground whose

electrical parameters can be defined by the range between poor soil (dry) to
wet rich soil, and to have specified values of gain and take-off angles, the
data in this section will allow for selection of the optimum antenna length
and height.

The following parameters are given in some detail:

- gain of the antenna at the nose of its radiation pattern (GN) relative
to an isotropic antenna;

- 3 dB vertical beamwidth (BW );
V

- 3 dB azimuthal beamdvidth (BWA);
A

- take-off angle of the nose of the radiation pattern (ip).

These parameter& are defined in detail in Figure 18 where theoretical vertical
and azimuthal radiation patterns are given for a typical Beverage element.
In this example the antenna is situated over average soil (dry) and its
length and height are respectively 110 m and 1 m.

Y\



Figures 1I-i to 11-48 give theoretical values of GN, WB, BWA and 4N
for Beverage antennas with lengths of 100, 200, 300 and 400 meters, heights
of 0.3, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 meters, situated over poor soil (dry), average soil
(dry), and wet rich soil (see Table I). Generally, it is seen that the gain

GN in each case tends to increase with increasing frequency, whereas the
vertical beamwidth BWV, azimuthal beamwidth BWA and take-off angle @N tend to
decrease with increasing frequency. As an example c-nisider the Beverage
antenna defined in Figure 18 and cited previously a. bting typical. Its
parameters are given in Figure I1-21. The magnitude ,f their variations in
the frequency range 3 to 25 MH1z is as follows:

C115 -8.5 to -(0.5 dBi

B BA 65 to 28°

BWV, 46 to 160

;PN, 24 to 140

The discontinuities that appear in the graphs are caused by the ampli-
tude of the secondary lobe increasing monotonically as the frequency is
increased and surpascing the magnitude of the main lobe at these discontinui-
ties. The side lobe then assumes the role of the taain beaa and the curves for
BWV, BWA and GN undergo discrete changes in level. It should be noticed that
these discontinuities become more closely crowded towards the low frequency
end of the spectrum as the length of the antenna is increased. Also, the
graphs have been smoothed so that the discontinuities do not appear to be as
abrupt as they actually are.

An example of this effect can be seen in Figure 19, which gives portions
of some vertical radiation patterns for a Eeverag, antenna with the parameters
listed for Figure 11-36. These patterns aie given for the frequencies 4, 4.5,
5 and 5.5 MHz which encompass the frequancy in Figure 11-36 (approximately
4.15 MHz) at which discontinuities occur in PWA, BWV and TN. At a frequency
of 6.0 MHz the vertical pattern has a main '3eam at 8.50 and a side lobe at
29*. As the frequency is raised the s~de lobe grows in magnitude with respect
to the main beam. Its magnitude ia ,ýreater than that of the main beam at
4.5 MWkz and thus it assuoes the role crf the main beam at a frequency between
4.0 and 4.5 MHz. The switching of the roles of these beams at roughly 4.25
MHz accounts in Figure I1-36 for the dir,'ontinuous jump from 9 to 25° in the
curve for PN. Since the discontinuities in the curves for BWA and BWV occur
at the same frequency as that for 4N, it iollows that these discontinuities
can be attributed to the same mechanism.

A brief summary of the 10 MHz infnrmation contained in the theoretical
curves for *N, GN, BWA and BWV in Figures 11-1 to 11-48 is given in Figures
20 to 22. These are intended only to show the general trends in the electrical
parameters of Beverage antennas as a function of their length and of the
ground constants of the earti. over which they are situated. All curves are
strictly applicable to only one RF frequency, namely, 10 M•z. This frequency
was chosen because it is i'-cated at the approximate middle of the active HF
band.
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Figure 20(a) gives the gain of a Beverage element as a function of its
lengtb for average soil (dry). It varies from -16 dBi for an element height
of 0.3 m to -2 dBi for an element height of 3.0 m. There is little or no
variation in gain as the length of the element is varied from 100 to 400 m.

Curves giving the variation of azimuthal beamwidth BWA of a Beverage
antenna with length are showin in Figure 20(b). Roughly speaking for heights
between I and 3 m, BWA decreases from a value of 400 for an element length of
100 m to about 30* for an element length of 400 m. On the other hand, this
parameter shows little or no variation with length for an element whose height
above ground is 0.3 m. In this latter example BWA has a constant value of
about 600.

Figure 20(c) gives vertical beamwidths versus eleLtent lengths, for
elements heights between 0.3 to 3 m. For an element length of 100 m it is
about 25* and decreases to a value of about 17* at an element length of 400 m.
0 .Once again, for an element height of 0.3 m, there is little or no variation
of this parameter with length. The vertical beamwidth remains virtually
constant with a magnitude of 34@.

The take-off angle of the beam of a Beverage element is given as a
function of length and height in Figure 20(d). It is about 26* for an element
height of 0.3 and varies little as the length of the antenna is changed. For
element heights between I and 3 m it is roughly 20' for element lengths of
100 m and decreases to approximately 154 for element lengths of 400 m.

The gain of Beverage elements for heights above ground between 0.3 to
3 m, lengths between 100 to 300 m and soil types between poor soil (dry) and
wet rich soil is given in Figure 21(a). Usually, the gain of the antenna
increases as the soil type is varied from poor to good but the magnitude of
this increase is at most 6 dB. For most antenna geometries this variation in
gain is less than 2 or 3 dB.

The azimuthal beaumidth BWA of a Beverage antenna as a function of
height, length and soil type is given in Figure 21(b). Most of the values
shown in this figure for this parameter lie between 25 and 45*. The vertical
beamwidth BWV is given in Figure 22(a), and its values are contained in the
interval from 15 to 300 with a median value of about 22'.

Figure 22(b) gives the take-off angle 4N of the beam of the Beverage
antenna as a function of ground type, height and lengtL,. For most of the
configurations shown the magnitude of ý'N is within the interval 14 to 25.
The take-off angle is seen to be rather insensitive to the type of ground
beneath the antenna except for the case of an element whose length and height
are respectively 200 and 0.3 m. In this instance the take-off angle varies
from about 20 to 10* as the soil type is varied from poor to good.

Figure 23 gives some comparisons of theoretical and measured values of
oaln and azimuthal beanwdths as a function of heiaht of the element above
the ground and frequency of the radio energy received by the antenna. The
measurements were made at Shirley Bay using a transmitter towed by an aircraft
(XELEDOP, see p. 7). There is reasonably good agreement between the experi-
umental and theoretical curves in Figures 23(a) to 23(c) which give the gain
of a Beverage element, both as a function of height of the element above
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grouud and also frequency of the radio wave impinging on the antenna.
Figures 23(e) and 23(f) show reasonable agreement between the experimental
and theoretical curves for azimuthal beamwidth as a function of frequency of
elements with heights above ground of 1.0 m and 1.7 m. Poor agreement, on
the other hand, exists between the theoretical and experimental curves in
Figures 23(d) of BWA versus frequency for an element whose height is 0.3 M.

3.2 EFFICIENCY OF BEVERAGE ANTENNAS

Moat of the meaaurements made by CRC have been on Beverage elements
which typically are 110 meters long and have a height above ground of 1 meter.
They have been, for the most part, erected over soil which according to Table
I would be classified as average soil (dry). It was showm in Section 3.1
that the gain of a aeverage antenna with these parameters is insensitive to
the soil type oa which It is placed. Further, the dimensions of this Beverage
element are compatible with those of classical HF antennas. It follows that
its parameters are probably fairly representative of those which are likely
to be used for Beverage antenna systems. Typically, it has been found that
these Beverage elemeuts have the following parameters:

- power gain, 0 dBi;

- directivity gain, 18 dB;

- azimuthal beamwidth, 40°;

- vertical beaimidth, 20*;

- side lobes down 15-25 dB with respect to main beam;

- take-off angle - 15°.

The discrepancy shown above between the antenna's directivity gain and power
gain is caused by its low efficiency which is usually less than 2 per cent.
As has been pointed out in the literature the major disadvantage of this type
of antenna is its low efficiency.

It will be demonstrated here that the inefficiency of tne Beverage
antenna does not limit its usefulness as a receiving antenna in the HF band
because of the inherently noisy electromagnetic environment present within
this band. It will also be shown in Sectioi. 4.4 that an "overfilled" linear
phased array (spacing less than 3/41 at the highest frequency) of Beverage
antennas has greater efficiency than that of a single antenna because of
decreased ground losses. Finally, it will be demonstrated that a communica-
tions antenna can be constructed with Beverage elements having a gain at
10 M~z of 23 dB as a receiving antenna and a gain of up to 15 dB as a trans-
mitting antenna. The real estate requirements would be similar to those of
"the larger classical HF antennas, roughly a site whose dimensions were 150
by 150 m.

Minimum and maximu expected values of atmospheric and galactic noise
for a Beverage antenna situated in the northern hemisphere are given in
Figure 24. These curves were obtained from those given in CCIR Report 322
for a short vertical antenna, assinning the distribution of noise to be iso-
tropic. If the Beverage antenna were 100 percent efficient, it would receive



the same noise power as the dipole. The curves in Figure 24 are displaced
downwards from those in CCIR Report 322 to account for the low efficiency of
the antenna. At 10 MHz, for example, the displacement is 18 dB because this
is the difference between thu directivity and power gains of the antenna. If
the antenna is followed by a preamplifier with a noise figure of say, 4.0 dB
the antenna is limited by external noise, lust as a more efficient antenna
would be, between 2.3 and 18 MHz. Therefore, it appears that in many cases
the performance of the Beverage antenna as a receiving antenna will not be
seriously degraded as a result of its low efficiency. In Section 4.4 it will
be shown that this is particularly true for overfilled linear phased arrays
of Beverage antennas because of the increase in efficiency that is expected
to be realized.

Atmospheric and galactic noise are not the only types of noise encount-
ered in thn hF band. Man-made or site noise can in many cases be the pre-
dominant source of noise near industrialized areas. The numerous coherent
man-made signals present in the HF band can also be a source of noise. They
can cause relatively hi.gh levels of intermodu.ation (IM) products to be
generated in HF receivers because of non-linearities in their various stages
of amplification. Since the HF band is congested, this source of noise can
only be reduced by using recei-ers which are very linear and therefore
Vexpensive end by using highly directional antennas. The SNR of a signal
received with a Beverage antenna may in many cases be greater than that
received with a more efficient antenna simply because it has greater direct-
ivitv than many conventional antennas and therefore greater ability to
attenuate signals not arriving from the direction of the wanted transmitter,
thereby reducing the level of IM products in associated receiving equipment.

3.3 7ZADIATION PATTERNS

3.3.1 Individual Beverage Elewent

An extensive computer program has been developed at CRC which is capa')li
of calculating all of the important electrical parameters for Beverage
antennas. The inputs to the program consist of ground parameters (conduc-
tivity and dielectric constant), height and length of the antenna. It can be
used to calculate antenna gain, attenuation, phase velocity of the current-
wave on the wire and two dimensional antenna radiation patterns.

Some measured Beverage element radiation patterns for 12 and 18 MHz are
given in Figure 25 for antenna heights bcween 0.3 and 1.7 m; The measure-
ments were performed at Shirley Bay on a Beverage antenna whose length was
110 m. A transmitting dipole (XELEDOP) was ued to make the measurements
(3ee p. 7).

The side and back lobe levels for the patterns shown in Figure 25
ducrease cuite drastically with rezpeat to the main beam ..ei, the haight of
the antenna is lowered from 1.7 m to 0.3 m. Dramatic evidence of this is seen
from the patterns in Figure 25(a) to Figure 25(c). Initially the maximum
front to side lobe ratio is -7.5 dB. This value decreases to -15 dB as the
height of the antenna is lowered from 1.7 to 0.3 m. On the other hand the
gain of the antenna increases almost linearly with height, the gain being
roughly 10 dB greater at 1.7 m than at 0.3 m. The antenna s good side and
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back lobe iejection when 11 0.3 m, f 12 Mlz, and good back lobe rejection
wher. it 1.7 m, f - 18 MHz.

A comparison is made in Figures 26 and 27 of theoretical radiation
patterns and the experimental patterns shown in polar form in Figure 25. In
most instances the agreement between the two curves is reasonably good for
azimuths within ±60* of the boresight. The exception to this occurs in the
"two examples shown for a Beverage antenna whose height is 0.3 m. In these
instances there is some disagreement between the Beverage antenna's theoret-
ical and experimental main beam patterns. In general there is also a
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental side lobe levels. In
many of these, though, there is fairly good agreement between the fine
structure of the theoretical and experimental side lobes.

_Measured ve,7tical patterns for a Beverage antenna located at Shirley
Bay with dimensions H - 1.7 m and L. = 110 m are given in Figure 28. The
measurements were again made with an aircraft towing a transmitting dipole
(XELEDOP). While it fiew along a straight line at a constant altitude of
300 m over the Beverage antenna the amplitude of the signal at the terminals
of the Beverage was recorded. The recorded signal level was corrected for
variations caused by the changing range and radiation pattern of the towed
dipole, as the aircraft flew over the Beverage antenna.

As a check on the accuracy of the technique the pattern of a monopole
was measured and compared with a theoretical curve for a monopole antenna
situated on average ground. Good agreement is seen to exist between the two
up to an elevation angle of 50*. Beyond this point the Xeledop data appears
to become unreliable.

Figure 29(a) gives the vertical pattern of a Beverage element measured
with a horizontally polarized Xeledop package. Figure 28(b) gives a compari-
"son between the pattern given in Figure 28(a) and that measured with a
vertically polarized Xeledop package (dashed lines). There is reasonably
good agreement between the two patterns up to an elevation angle of 300.
Beyond this angle agreement exists only between the levels of the two sets of
side lobes. There is dilsagreement in their locations. Figure 28 (c) lives a
comparisoa between the measurEd pattern of Figure 28(a) and a theoretfcal
pattern. There is reasonably good agreement between the two patterns.. Two
exceptions to this, are thte location, once again, of the nulls and the level
of the back lobes of the antenna.

Agreement between theoretical and experimental Beverage antenna
radiation patterns havro proved in general to be good except that the level of
the side and back lobes is usually greater for the measured patterns than for
the theoretical ones. Typically the side lobes of theoretical patterns are
25 dB lower than the main beam whereas measured values are normally only about
15 dB below the level of the main beam.

It is believed that the discrepancy between the levels of theoretical
and experimental side lobes for Beverage antennas is largely due to the
component of horizontal polarization possessed by the radio waves used in
making the measurements. Although considerable effort was extended towards
ensuring that the Xeledop antenna was vertical when it was being towed by the
aircraft, it is likely that the antenna possessed sufficient tilt to introduce
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a significant horizontal polarization to the radio waves it emitted. The
theoretical patterns have been derived only for vertically polarized radio
waves. For example, the maximum deviation between the experimental and
theoretical patterns in Figures 26 and 27 occurs for azimuths of 90 and 270*.
At these azimuths the sensitivity of the antenna to the horizontal component
of polarization of the radio waves impinging on it is a maximum. On the other
hand the closest agreement between the experimental and theoretical results
occurs for azimuths near the boresite and anti-boresite directions where the
antenna is least sensitive to the horizontal component of the radio waves by
which it is being illuminated. Since skywaves, being elliptically polarized,
inherently have a component of horizontal polarization the response of the
antenna to the horizontal component of polarization of radio waves is an area
tht should be investigated in the future,

3.3.2 Beverage Pair Antenna

The rosette array consisted of 24 Beverage elements separated 150 in
azimuth. A segment of the array is shown in Figure 29. Each element was 110
m long with a height above ground of approximately 1 m. The el aents were
phased together in pairs with power adders to form 12 fixed beams separated
in azimuth by 30*. A plan view of the overall array is shown in Figure 30,
where each element pair or Beverage pair in Figure 29 is shown as one antenna.
"This diagram shows the azimuths of the fixed beams and gives an indication of
the area occupied by the array.

The distance between the two elements in each Beverage pair was chosen
to give the apparent phase centres of the elements a separation of approxi-
mately X/2 at 10 MHz. On solely intuitive grounds, the apparent phase centre
of Aeverage antennas was taken to be tVe point on the antenna where the
amplitude of a current-wave, excited by a transmitter at the feed point of
the antenna, was 3 dB less than its amplitude at the feed point (See Section
3.5). This configuration was chosen to increase the discrimination gain of
the element pairs by causing cancellation of the radio-wave energy arrivirl
from the sides because of the X/2 spatial separation. Each element pair was
connected to a switch box at the centre of the array via an RF cable. The
switch was operated remotely to connect a receiver located in a building 1 km
from the rosette array to any one of the array's twelve element-pairs.

The azimuthal pattern of one of the Beverage pair antennas is given in
Figure 31(a). This was measured at 9.75 MHz using the towed transmitter
technique (XELEDOP). It is the same pattern a. that shown in Figure 5,
except that here it has been transformed into polar form. Figure 31(b) shows
the pattern given in Figure 31(a) with some super-imposed skywave measure-
ments. These were measured with the rosette array on signals-of-opportunity.
Part of the data was obtained by monitoring the signal on each Beverage pair
antenna for a duration of 6 seconds, determining an average value of its
amplitude and then plotting this value in Figure 31(b). The azimuth of each
point corresponds to the azimuth of the signal with respect to the bcresight
of the Beverage pair antenna on which it was received. The remainder were
obtained from quasi-instantaneous measurements of the signal at each ahltenna
and plotted in the same way. For the latter, a diode switch at the centre of
the array was programmed to connect the receiver to the individual array
members in rapid succession. The dwell time on each antenna position was
approximately 1.4 mac. Pictures of oscilloscope displays of the signal
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amplitude were obtained aE the switch stepped sequentially througb the va:ious
antenna positions. This technique allowed for measurement of the relative
amplitudes of the voltages, induced by skywave signals at the antenna termi-
nals, in a recording time that was Nhort compared to the normal fading rate
fur IF signals.

There is reasonably good agreement between the two sets of measurements
in Figure 31(b). The azimuthal beamwidthe and side lobe levels are essential-
ly the same ic both cases suggesting that the measurements made with the towed
transmitter and vertically polarized antenna gave a good approximation to
the radiatioa pattern of the Beverage antenna appropriate ft'r skywaves.

In Figurc 31(c) a comparison is given between the XELEDOP pattern of
Figure 31(a) and a measurement made with a balloon. The latter was performed
at 9 MHz with a transmitter and a vertically polarized half-wave dipole
suspended from a balloon, of Lhe type normally used to collect meteorological
data. There is good agreement between the main beams of the two patterns but
a fairly large discrepancy in the side and back lobe levels. These levels
are considerably lower on the balloon measurements. This may result from the
balloon-5uspended-dipole being more closely vertically polarized than was the
case for the Xeledop antenna towed by the aircraft.

Some measurements of the vertical pattern of a Beverage pair are given
in Figure 32. The solid curve was deduced from the theoretical curve for a
single element with ground parameters appropriate to average soil (dry). The
theoretical results were augmented by 3 dB because there are two Beverage
elements in each Beverage pair. Balloon and aircraft measurements are super-
imposed. The measurements show good agreement with one another and with the
theoretical curve. The balloon measurements do depart, however, .rcem the
theoretical curve at low elevation angles, below, say 4* and in addition above
about 24'. The former discrepancy is due, as will be discussed in Section
3.6, to contamination by a ground wave component. This was radiated by the
balloon suspended transmitter at these low elevation angles because its close
proximity to the ground. Since the balloon measurements were made at a radius
of only 0.488 km the balloon suspended dipole came to within X/4 of the
•,round at the lower elevation angles indicated in Figure 32. The low eleva-
tion angle aircraft msurements on the other hand were made with the test
antenna at a much greater height and range and therefore were not affected by
a surface wave component.

Furthermore, the balloon measurements will also be somewhat in error
because they were not made in the far field of the Beverage pair antenna.
The near field of an antenna following Kraus (1950) is given by the following
relation,

R = 2L2 /x

where R - range from antenna to its near field - far field boundary

L = l.rgent physical dimension of the antenna

- wavelength

I.
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It follows from this expression that the Beverage pair near field
extends to a range of 0.81 km at 10 MHz. Since the radiation pattern measure-
ments made with the balloon were made within the near field of the Beverage
pair they are, at best, an approximation to its far field pattern.

A complete vertical pattern for the Beverage pair is given in Figure 33.
T1,.s was measured with an aircraft towing a short dipole antenna and receiver
(RELEDOP) and flying directly over the Beverage pair antenna at a constant
height of 3.1 km. For this measurement the Beverage pair was e.:cited at 9.75
MHz and the signal received by the towed dipole was recorded. Balloon measure-
ments made previously at 9.0 Mz are superimposed for purposes of comparison
(Litva and Stevens, 1973). Although there is disagreement in the detail of
the main lobe and back lobe there is agreement in the relative levels of the
two. There is also some disagreement in the Iccation an2 the bearwvdths of
the main beam. It is expected that the aircraft measurements .ce the more
accurate of the two because the former were made in the far field of the
Beverage pair, whereas the latter were made in the near field of the antenna.
On the other hand it must be remembered that the balloon measurements are
likely to be less contaminated by a horizontal component of polarization of
the radio waves either transmitted or received by the dipole antennas aloft
during each type of measurement.

3.4 ISOLATION BETWEEN BEVERAGE ELEMENTS

One Beverage pair of the Cambridge Bay rosette array was excited with
an RF generator at a number of frequencies between 5.8 and 23.7 MHz and the
voltage induced at the terminals of each of the remaining eleven antennas was
measured. The results of these measurements are given in Figure 34. The
voltage induced in the two adjacent antennas was at least 30 dB below. that
applied to the antenna being excited. The voltage induced in the non-adjacent
antennas was at least 50 dB below the excitation level.

3.5 PHASE CENTRE OF BEVERAGE ELEMENTS

Since no concrete evidence exists as to the location of the phase centre
of the Beverage element, an estimated phase centre was chosen, on intuitive
grounds alone, to be the point at which the amplitude of a current-wave fed
into the antenna by a transmitter wds attenuated by 3 dB from its value at
the antenna's input terminal. Contours for 3-, 10-, and 20-dB reductions in
the current were derived from Figure 11(b) and are shown in Figure 35 plotted
on a graph whose coordinates are frequency and distance. The 3-dB point
moves away from the feed point as the frequency is decreased. This suggests
that if the estimated phase centres of the two elements of an element pair
are separated by X/2 at a particular frequency (10 MHz for the Cambridge Bay
Beverage pairs), this separation of X/2 can be maintained over a range of
frequencies if the antennas are on radials such as shown in Figures 29 and 30.
As the frequency, for example, is increased and the wavelength decreased, the
estimated phase centres of an element moves toward the feed point, where the
spatial separation of clements is also less. In the case of decreasing
frequeticy and increasing wavelength the estimated phase centre moves away from
the feed point to a region where separation of the elements is greater. By
placing the two element in each pair on appropriate radials, this X/2 separation
of the estimated phase centres may be maintained over a fairly broad range of

* "frequencies.
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3.6 LOW FREQUENCY BEV[TAGE ANTENNA

The original development work on the Beverage antenna was directed
toward developing an aTtenna for reception of t-ans-Atlantic low frequency
radio waves, Although tests have not been carried out In this frequency band
at r'C, it is felt that the antenna could, in some cases, replace the large
vertical monopole antennas used currently for both transmitting and receiving
skywaves at these frequencies. This applies to point-to-point application
where a considerable sav-:g might be realized in the cost of antennas.

Figure 36 give) the theoretical rad'ation patterns at 125 kHz for a
Beverage antenna situated over poor ground with the following dimensions,
H - 7.62 m, L - 7.4 km. It is to be noted that the gain at the nose of the
patterns is -15 dBi which compares very favourab]y with antenna gain's achieved
presently with large towers. The cost of this type of Beverage antenna would
be only about 1/10 that of a laxge LF tower which is a predominarut antenna
type at these frequencies. It should be emphasized that the antenna gain at
these frequencies has iot yat been validated by measurements. Ii ýs present-
ed here as an area that deserves further investigation.

3.7 SURFACE WAVE GAIN OF BEVEKAGE ANTENNAS

3.7.1 Theoretical Expression

An expression for the gain of a Beverage antenna for sur~acu or ground
waves can be obtained from Equation 33 in Travers et al (1964). It follows
from this equation that the magnitude of the voltage at the terminals of a
Jeverage antenna illumirnated with a surface wave is gi'.en by

- -- 1 - ejý01t cos 6 - -YZ

vT 2 C - o sin 6

and

-Y -•+ hj

where V1 RXS amplitude of the terminal voltage

IEI = RMS amplitude of surface wave field intensity

60 27r/X

X - free space wavelength

= length of antenna

- tilt angle of surface wave

0C••i•'rrent-wave attenuation on antenna (nepersi'metre)

n = antenna current-wave propagation factor
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The wave tilt angle i% given as Equation 41 in Travers et a& (1964).

6 tan- ! (OW-2 (

2 + (aj
where w- 21Tf

Co " permittivity of free space

_1 - relative dielectric constant of the earth

0 conductivity of the earth

V tch the substitution

r -y -j cos6

the e,-pression for the terminal voltages becomes

Vr • sin 6
VT ý2 r

The power Pr that the antenna extracts from a passing surface wave is given
by

P I? x A X 4
r d 4nff

where Pd power density

g - gain of antenna w.r.t. isotropic

n - characteristiz impedance of free space (377 ohm)

A - effectivu aperture of antenna

The power delivered to the terminals of the antennA is also given by

P Vp Tr z-"

I -i -....
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Solving the above three equations for gain g it follows that

3J7I sin 6 K Fe-• Z
g- zox 2  

- r

3.7.2 Measured Surface Wave Gain

The surface wave gain of an antenna cax: be measured in at least two

independent ways. First, the antenna is illuminated with a source and a
measurement is made of both the field intensity at the antenna and the antenna's

termdnal v-ltage. Second, two antennas arc excited with a transmitter, one

whuse gain i,: known and the other whose gain is unknown and the field
intensity genernted by each at some convenient distance, possibly 1 mile is
measurcd and conpared,

An example of the fitrst technique was performed with a Beverage pair
antenna at Cambridge iay. As discuss'"d previously in Section 2.3.2(d) its
gain was measured as a receiving antenna with a transmitter raised aloft by
meansof a weather balloon. Measurements were taken with the transmitter
located on the boresight of Beverage pair #12, at a distance of 0.488 km from

the centre of the array. WhMle The height of the transmitter was varied the
field intensity of the signal from the transmitter was measured at the centre
of the array and is given in Figure 38. Concurrent measurements were made of
the voltages at the terminals of Beverage pair antenna #12 and also Beverage
pair antenna #6. As shown in Figure 30 these antennas were diametrically
opposite to one another and therefore permitted simultaneous front and back

lobe measurements.

Values for the gain of the Beverage pair antennas were derived from the
measurements of field-intensity end terminal voltages induced in the antentas.
First, by calculating the effective aperture of the antenna and then using
the following well known relationship between effective aperture and gain.

4TrAg = ----

where g - gain w.r.t. isotrcpic

A - effective aperture

X - wavelength

The gain of a Beverage pair antenna versus elevation angle is shown in Figure
39 and consists of four curves, two for spacewave or skywave signals and two
for ground or surface wave signals. The rurves on the left are for main-beam

entry of signals, and on the right for backlobe entry. A field intensity of
67.3 dB above 1 VV/m was used in the calculation of the skywave curve. This

is the resulting value of the field intensity of the direct and indirect rays
from the balloon transmitter when at an elevation angle of 15". However, it
is essentially the magnitude of the direct ray; the indirect ray being

negligible at this angle because it is near the pseudo-Brewster angle.

The portion of the curve for elevation angles less than about 4" in
Figure 39 is thought to give the gain of the Beverage-element pair for surface

mi. ll ! I "m i !I"
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or groundwaves. The field intensities in Figure 38 for vertical angles less
than about 4* appear to be greater than might be expected, since the coeffi-
dcent of reflection for the indirect ray approaches -1, and a large null
slc~uld occur at these low elevation angles. For ground coefficients of
o l-0 mho/m C - 10, for example, the reflection coefficients at 40, 2o, and
0.5' are respectively 0.631-178%, 0.81-1790 and 0.951- 179.50%, (see Figure 7).
Accordingly, the field intenisit- shown-MTigure 38 at these angles should be
reduced by 9, 14, and 25 dB, respectively, from its peak value at 150. Since
no deep null is apparent, it appears that a surface wave has been generated
by the balloon-suspended transmitter and its dipole antenna, and that the
field intensity measured, especially at very Lw vertical angles, is due
essentially to this wave.

It might be argued that the reason the null did not appear in the
vertical radiation pattern of the Beverage pair antenna, at low elevation
angles, was because the source was within the antenna's near field or Fesnel
region. This argument Is readily dispelled by the realization that at low
elevation angles the direct and indirect space waves from the balloon trans-
mitter cancel because the ground reflection coefficient is near -1. Therefore
the wave that propagated from the source to the Beverage pair antenna at these
low elevation angles can only have been a surface wave.

The Beverage antenna is sensitive to surface waves because they travel
with a forward tilt and therefore have a horizontal component of polarization
which is able to induce a current in the horizontal Beverage antennas. For
an-gles less than 4° the actual values of field intensity at each angle, rather
than its value at a vertical angle of 15* were used to calculate the cross
section and gain of the element pair. A value of about 0 dBi was derived
from these measurements for the gain of a Beverage pair antenna. Recalling
that the gain of a Beverage eleixeent is 3 dB less than a Beverage pair it
follows then that gair of e Beverage element is -3 dBi which is in reasonably
good agreement with the theoretical results in Figure 37.

The second of the two types of measurements mentioned at the start of
this section was performed at Area 9 (near Richmond, Ontario). The ground,
as can be seen from Figure 32, is much better than that found at Cambridge
Bay. A comparison was made of the surfacE wave field intensities generated
by a reference mor.apolit anteuna and a Beverage antenna at a distance of about
1 mile. It vas found that the gain of the Beverage antenna was about 2 dB
relative to the monopD!e antenna. Since the theoretical gain of a monopole
antenna is 5.16 dBi (Smith, 1946) it appears to follow that the gain of a
Beverage is 7.1f6 dB. This results in a discrepancy of about 14 dB with the
theoretical curvc in Figure 32.

Careful measurements were made of the monopole antenna's gain by
Illuminating it with a surface wave and measuring both field intensity and the
antenna's terminal voltage. It was found that the monopole's average gain
was -3 dBi, from which it follows that the gain of the Beverage is approxi-

A further measurement was made at Area 9 with a Beverage antenna
intercepting a surface wave generated by a transmitter at a distance of 7
miles. The frequency of the signal was 8.172 MHz. Both the field intensity
near the Beverage antenna and the terminal voltage of the antenna were
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measured. From this measurement it was deduced that the surface wave gain of
the Beverage antenna was -9.5 dBi which is in close agreement with the

Stheoretical results in Figure 37.

It is concluded from the laited surface wave data presented here that
there is agreement, withi:: experimental error, between theory and measurements.
Further measurements need tro be made to confirm the dependence of the gain Gf

* the antenna on frequency.

* 3.8 THEORETICALLY DERIVED VALUES OF SURFACE WAVE GAIN

Theoretical curves giving the surface wave gain of Beverage antennas
are shown in figure I11-i and TI1-2. The antennas are sited on poor soil
(dry) and rich soil (wet). Their heights and lengths are varied respectively
between 0.3 to 3 m and 100 to 300 m.

It should be noted that the gain of the Beverage antenna tends
to be higher when sited on poor soil (dry) than when it is sited an rich goil
(wet). For the most part this effect is due to the tilt of the surface wave
being greater and therefore its electrical vector having a larger horizontal
component parallel to the Beverage antenna, when propagating over poor soil
than when propagating over good soil. In most instances the gain of the
antenna is independent of its height above ground for frequencies below abo-it
5 MHz. Further, for frequencies above 5 MNz the gain of the antenna appears
to change little as its length is increased from 100 to 300 m. Below 5 Ml:z,
on the other hand, the gain does tend to increase monotonically as the length
of the Beverage element is increased from 100 to 300 m.

4. BEVERAGE ANTENNA SYSTEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Beverage antennas used as elements or building blocks for HF antenna
systems with large apertures are covered in this section. HF antenna systems
are currently beirg used for direction finding, over-the-hor!zon radars and
point-to-point communications. It will be shown that the efficiency of a
linear array of Beverage antennas can be considerably greater than the
efficiency of a single Beverage antenna. If a sufficient number of elements
are phased together, not only will the resulting array be effective as a
receiving antenna, but it will also be effective as a transmitting antenna.

Two types of arrays will be discussed in detail; firstly, the rosette
array and secondly, the linear array. Both of these have been evaluated by
"CRC at Ottawa and at Cambridge Bay. N.W.T., as communications, direction
finding and radar antennas. The first is recommended for use on point-to-
point communication circuits, and the latter for communicatiowe trinals
requiring azimuthal dexterity. The latter is also recommended as a relative-
ly inexpensive antenna system with applications in HF direction finding. All
of these antenna systems have a relatively low physical profile because of
the low profile of the Beverage antenna which serves as the basic element for
these systems.
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4.2 ROSETTE ARRAYS

4.2.1 Cambridge Bay Rosette Array

One of the first Beverage arrays developed at CRC was a rosette array
installed at Cambridge Bay, N.W.T., which was described in some detail in
Section 3.5. It might be reiterated that the elements were phased together
in pairs with power adders to form 12 fixed beams separated in azimuth by 30*.
The azimuths of these 12 beams are given in Figure 30. Each Beverage pair
was co.znected to a switch box at the centre of the array via an RF cable. The
switch box consisted of twelve diode switchee which facilitated selection of
the output of any one of the Beverage pairs from the building housing the
xeceiver. The rosette array of Beverage antennas and electrical switch
constituted a receiving antenna with a 3 dB azimuthal beamwidth of 30* which
was steerable in 360* of azimuth.

No further results of the electrical parameters of the Beverage elements
of the Cambridge Bay rosette array will be given since these were covered in
some detail in Sections 2 and 3. Rather, results of evaluations of the
effectiveness of the Cambridge Bay rosette array as an HF direction finding
and communications antenna will be given here. It should be stated in passing
that this antenna was primarily used as an OTH radar receiving antenna at
Cambridge Bay. Data showing its effectiveness in this capacity are not
"included here because of its classified nature (Jenkins and Hagg, 1975).

4.2.2 Rosette Array as a Communications Antenna

Figure 40 gives pictures of the CRT display of a Hewlett Packard spectrum
analyzer connected alternately to a rosette Beverage pair and a monopole
antenna resonant at 9.748 MHz. Both of these antennas were monitoring an HF
signal whose frequency was 9.748 MHz and emanated from a transmitter at Alert.
The pictures show signals in a 2 MHz portion of the HF spectrum centred on
the frequency of the Alert signal.

The SNR of the Alert signal with respect to interference levels in a
±0.2 MHz band centred on the frequency of the Alert signal is indicated for
12 consecutive time intervals. The duration of time between measurements
was a random variable but, on the average, it probably was 15 minutes. These
values were obtained from the pictures of the spectrum analyzer display.
This ratio indicates the effectiveness of an antenna in discriminating against
interference. It was found to be considerably larger on the Beverage member
than on the monopole antenna. The median SNR measured for the Beverage
member was +20 dB and thEt for the monopole antenna was +5 dB. Therefore,
the difference in SNR is +15 dB, which closely corresponds to the difference
in directivity gains of the two antennas. For example, the directivity gain
of the Beverage member is 18 dB and that of the monopole antenna 6 dB at 10
MHz which gives a difference of 12 dB in the gains of the two antennas. If
the distribution of the interference were isotropic the difference in signal-
to-interference ratios measured on the two antennas would tend to approximate
the difference in their directivity gains.
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"4.2.3 Rosette Array as a DF Antenna

The electronic switch located at the centre of the C.,.bridge Bay rosette
1 array facilitated rapid azimuthal steering or switching of the antenna beam.

This permitted the terminal voltages of the 12 members of tlhe rosette array
to be sampled in a time that was short compared to the normal fading period
of HF signals. The amplitude of the signals at tne terminals of the rosette
array was found to vary in magnitude, as was expected, with the largest signal
appearing on the array member most closely aligned with the azimuthal direction
of arrival of the signal. It was found that the direction of arrival of the
signal could be interpolated between two array members from the ratio of
amplitudes of the signals on these two members. These initial tests suggest-
ed that this configuration of Beverage antennas and electronic switch could
be the basis for an inexpensive direction finding system with an accuracy of
about 1 to 2 degrees (J. Litva and E.E. Stevens, patent pending, 1973).

Results of some initial tests performed to determine the feasibility of
direction finding with the Cambridge Bay rosette array are given in Figure
41. These consist of pictures of the CRT display of an oscilliscope monitor-
ing the audio output of a receiver tuned to accept WWV skywave signals
received by the rosette array. Each trace consists of the terminal voltages
of the 12 rosette antennas monitored consecutively in time, each for a
duration of 1.2 msec. Although a wide range of sampling times were possible
only one was actually used in these preliminary results. Each complete trace
consisting of samples of the 12 antenna terminal voltages provided by the
rosette array required 14.4 resec. Figure 41(a), for example, shows quite
dramatically the manner in which the antenna terminal voltages vary as the
terminals of the 12 antennas are sampled sequentially. The strongest signal
appeared on antenna 6 whose azimuth was 143' (see Figure 30). This suggests
that the approximate azimuth of the signal was 1430 ±15*. It will be shown
that the accuracy of this bearing can be improved by considering the ratio
of the amplitudes of the signals on the two antennas adjacent to antenna 6.

Direction finding traces obtained with a 15 MHz signal emitted by the
WWV transmitter located at Boulder, Colorado are given in Figures 41(b) to
4 1(c). Although the azimuth of this transmitter with respect to Cambridge
Bay is 179.5*, this need not be the azimuthal angle of arrival of HF signals
emanating from this transmitter. Bearings of HF signals are observed to vary
with time, principally because of tilts in the ionosphere. Therefore the
azimuthal angle of arrival of HF signals can deviate quite markedly from its
great circle bearing. In Figure 41(b) the signal of largest amplitude appears
on antenna 7 whose azimuth was 173*. The signal amplitudes are almost equal
on the two antennas adjacent to antenna 7. This suggests that the azimuth
of the signal is in close agreement with the azimuth of antenna 7 or 173'.
In Figure 41(c), on the other hand, the amplitude of the signal on antenna 8
is almost equal to the amplitude of the signal on antenna 7. If the amplitude
was the same on both, the azimuth of the signal would be 1889, which is half
way between the two antennas. Since the amplitude is somewhac lesb oQ
antenna 8 than on 7, it follows that the azimruth of the signal is somewhat
less than 188' or approximately 185°. On the other hand in Figure 41(d) the
signal is strongest on antenna 6 with a slight bias towards antenna 5, since
the amplitude of the signal is greater on 5 than on 7, This suggests that
the azimuth of the signal in this instance is about 135°. This simple example
outlines the mode of operation for an inexpensive HFDF system using a rosette
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array of 24-Beverage antennas. The technique for determining a correction to
the initial approximation of the signal's azimuth can be greatly refined b5
the use of calibration curves. These curves give the ratio of signal level
on each adjacent antenna with respect to the signal level on the central
antenna for azimuths of ±7.5' centred on the azimuth of the central antenna.
A small computer could then be programed to select the antenna with the
largest signal, calculate a bearing correction and compute the correct bearing
by applying the bearing correction to the azimuth of the antenna on which the
largest terminal voltage was recorded.

Further results obtained with the Cambridge Bay rosette array are given
in Figures 42 and 43. These were obtained on skywave signals from known
transmitters and were obtained from the patterns in Figures 42 and 43 by
deducing the azimuth that bio-sected the patterns rather than using the maxima
of the patterns. The great-circle azimuths of the transmitters are indicated.
As mentioned earlier these need not be the true bearings of the signals
because tilts and irregularities in the ionosphere can cause the signal to
deviate from the great circle path. Furthermore, signals that arrive at a
receiving station via a side scatter mode can be deviated by up to 30-40*
from the great circle path. It is seen, though, that these crude bearings
agree to within about 8* of azimuth with the great circle bearings of the
signals.

4.3 CAMBRIDGE BAY LINEAR ARRAY

4.3.1 Description of the Array

In August 1973 a wide-aperture antenna was installed at Cambridge Bay,
N.W.T. The antenna was a linear phased array of 32 Beverage elements. A
list of pertinent parameters is given in Table I11.

TABLE i//

Parcmeters of Cambridge Bay Wide Aperture Antenna

Aperture 1.26 km (4,134 ft)
Inter-Element Spacing 40.65 m (133.4 fL)
Boresi~ht Direction 1&630 East of North (Alert direction)
Steer Ciapability ±60, in 10 steps
Vertical Beamwidth 120, at 3 dB points (10 MHz)
Elevation Angle of Maximum 15' (10 MHz)
Azimuthal Beamwidth 1.2' (10 MHz)

A scematic illustration of the linear array and its phasing network is
given in Figure 44. The outputs were summed in groups of 4, in 4:1 power
combiners, to give 8 sub-array outputs which were then fed into a switch box
with appropriate lengths of phasing cables.

The calculated beamwidth and directivity gain of the linear array are
given in Figures 45(a) and (b). At 10 MHz these are respectively 1.2' and
34.6 dB. This directivity gain is near the upper limit achieved to date for
HF antennas. The solid curves in Figure 45(c) give the positions of the
primary grating lobes with respect to the main beam. These lobes result from
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the inter-element spacing being greater than 3/4X (Termuan, 1955). Since each
Beverage element has directive properties, the grating lobes are reduced ir
gain from the main beam. Curve B in Figure 45(c) gives the angular displace-
ment beyond which the amplitude of these lobes i1 reduced by at least 13 dB.

The dashed curves in Figure 45(c) give the location of the secondary
lobes whicn are present when the array is steered off boresight. These appear
because the array is steered by adjusting the phase ot groups of four elements
rather than single elements. Therefore when the array is steered it behaves
like an array of 8 antennas whose inter-element spacing is 4 times as great
as when the antenna beam is on boresight. The amplitude of these lobes is
determined by the pattern of four Beverage antennas phased -ogether, in the
same way that the primary grating lobe amplitudes are determined by the
patterns of the individual elements. Figure 46 gives some computed array
patterns at 10 MHz for azimuths adjacent to the main beam. It can be seen
that the amplitude of thr side lobes adjacent to the main beam are 13 dB less
than the amplitude of the main beam for the example showing a 1 steer. The
amplitudes of the secondary lobes on the other hand grow with steer angle and
become greater than that of the main beam at a steer angle of 6'.

The measured pattern of the array with aperture weighting is given in
Figure 47(b). To illustrate the degree of aperture weighting used here, the
results ot measurement of the relative current amplitudes at the terminated
ends of the individual Beverage elements are given in Figure 47(a). Array
weighting is evident, with the centre elements given more weight than the
outer elements. A theoretical array pattern derived from the measured current
distribution is shown as a dashed curve in Figure 47(b). Reasonably good
agreement exists between the location of the theoretical and measured grating
lobes and some side lobes. The lack of agreement between the grating lobe
levels on the two patterns results from the use of a single-element theore-
tical pattern whose side i :e level, with respect to the main beam is lower
than are the measured side lobe levels of single Beverage elements. The
measured 3 dB beamwidth of the array is 2.30. Theoretically, the beamwidth
of an unweigbted array with an aperture of 4000 ft. is 1.28'. The array
weighting used should cause beam broadening by a factor of 1.5, which gives a
beamwidth of 1.9', in reasonable agreement with the measured value.

4.4 LINEAR PHASED BEVERAGE ARRAYS FOR COMMUNICATIONS

4.4.1 Initial Considerations

It has been demonstrated in Section 4.2.1 that the SNR of the radio
energy received by an antenna in a point-to-point communications circuit is
roughly proportional to its directivity gain. Considerable improvement was
shown to be realized from using a Beverage member with a directivity gain of
IS dB rather than a monnpnlo with a directivity gain of 6 dB.

The theoretical directivity gain of the Cambridge Bay linear array is
-- * given, as a function of frequency, in Figure 45(b) and is seen to have been

approximately 34 dB for frequencies between 4 and 24 MHz. Although an antenna
of this size is not practical as a communications antenna, it is worthwhile
to consider the use of antennas with 8 or 16 elements and apertures of 150 m
for communications applications. They would have azimuthal beamwidths of 100,
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elevation beainwidths of 20' and "take-off" angles of 15° at 10 MHz. The
directv•ity gain would be 23 dB at this frequency. Such antennas likely to
be highly effective oi. long range point-to-point circuits because of their
high directivity gain and low "take-off angles". The beamwidths are still
sufficiently broad to prevent attenuation of the HF signal due to variations
in azimuthal angle of a:r~val caused by ionospheric tilts and irregularities.

The pattern of an un{elghted 8-element Beverage array with an aperture
of 150 m. is given in Figure 48(a). The beamwidth at 10 'MHz is 90 and the
adjacent side lobes are down from the main beam by 13 dB, as is to be expect-
ed, since their level is determined by the function sin x/x. The side lobes
can be reduced L'y weighting of the aperture of the array. Figure 48(b) shows
the pattern thzt results from applying cos' weighting to the aperture of the
array. The side Icbes are reduced by 20 dB from the unweighted case. L'h
price that is paid in using this technique is broadening of the main bea iAn
"this case by a factor of 1.6, and r reduction in the gain of the antenna Dy
approximately 6 dB.

Figures A9 to 51 show the effect or increasing the number of elements
fron 2 to 32 in an array with an aperture of 150 m. It can be seen that the
grating lobes can be made to disappear by increasing the number of elements
in the array and thereby reducing the inter-element spacing. For example,
increasing the number t) 8 results in a pattern with no grating lobes at a
frequency of 10 MHz. The patterns are all -alculated for a frequency of 10
.Mz. The directivity gain of the array ceases to increase appreciably once
there are 4-elements in thn array aperture. It ceases to increase entirely
when the array aperture contains 8-elements. At this point the array is
filled in; in other words, the inter-element spacing is less than or equal to

U:.. ... 3/4 ).

' The theoretical efficiency and power gain of an array witb the follcw-
ing parameters, assuming non-interacting Beverage elements, are given in
Figure 52;

- array aperture = 150 m;

- element length = 11- im;

- element height - 2 m;

a,'ray azimuthal beamwidth = 10* (at 10 M1z);

- number of elements = I to 64.

The power gain in Figure 52 increases monotonically with the number C

elements provided the elements are independent (De Santis et al, I., It
increases by 3 dB each time the number of elements is doubled. This one to
one relationship between power gain and the number of elements in the aperture
of the array starts to break downi when the elements are no longer independent
because of high mutual coupling resulting from thoir proximity. Although
efficient antunnas must be separated by at least about A/2 to prevent inter-
action by their induction fields, Inefficient antennas can be brought closer
together before there is appreciable interaction. Travers et al (1964)
indicated that the interaction between individual Beverage elements does not
become appreciable until the elements are spaced closer than thelx heights
above ground. For Beverage elements 2 meters in height, for example, this
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suggests that an array aperture can be filled, with a resultant increase in
power gain, until the inter-element spacing become oi the order of 2 m. There-
fore an array whose aperture was 150 m could acc.-codate a maximum of about
64 elements and azcording to Figure 52 the maximum power gain that would be
achieved is 17 dBi. Although not indicated in Figure 52 It is expected that
the power gain of an array with an aperture of 150 m will level off at about
64-elements for a frequency of 10 MHz.

The directivity gain in Figure 52 increases montonically with the
number cf elements in the array until it contains 8-elements. At this point
the array is filled with no further increase in directivity gain taking place
as the number of elements is increased. Actually little increase in
directivity gain 4.n achieved at 10 MHz once there are 4-elements in the array.
If the array were to be used solely as a receiving antenna there would be
little advantage, except for increased efficiency, in adding more than 8-
elements provided that the upper frequency was limited to 10 Mliz. The number
of elements, in actual fact, should be doubled to 16 in order that the array
be free of grating lobes up to 20 MHz.

Initially the efficiency of the array in Figure 52 is about 1.0 per cent
which is simply the efficiency of a single element. It increases slowly with
the number of ele'oents until the array is filled. Beyond this point there is
a fairly rapid increase and it is expected that a maximum efficiency of
approximately 32 per cent would occur when the array contained 64-elements.
Although not shown in Figure 52, it is expected that this curve will also
level off when the array contains 64-elements just as the directivity gain
leveled off when the array contained 4-8 elements.

4.4 2 Beverage Array as a Point-to-Point Comiunications Antenna

Some initial measurements which are corroborated by more extensive
measurements at Debert, N.S. have been conducted at Ottawa to evaluate the
performance of a linear array as a point-to-point communications antenna. An
8-element array with an aperture of 149.3 m has been erected and pointed
towards Alert. The performance of the array has been compared to that of a
resonant X/4-monopole antenna. A skywave signal emanating from a transmitter
located at Alert was monitored simultaneously on both antennas. Each antenna
was attached to a Hewlett Packard spectrum analyzer and the spectrum analyzers
viere set to perform repitiLious scans over a 50 kHz frequency band that was
;entred on the frequency being monitored. The video output of the spectrum
analyzer was recorded on a chart recorder. Figure 53 gives an example of
the records obtained using this technique. Two traces are shown, one is the
video output of the spectrum analyzer attached to the Beverage antenna array
and the other is the video output of the spectrum analyzer attached to the
monopole antenna. The IF bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer was 100 Hz aud
the total scan time was 100 sec. In each case the predominant vertical traces
as indicated in Figure 53 represent the Alert signal. Although the horizontal
axis is calibrated in units of time it could also be calibrated in units of
frequency.

It is to be noted in this example that the signal-to-interference ratio
achieved with the rmnopole antenna is about 23 dB whereas that achieved with
the Beverage array is ?h-ut 11 dB greater or 34 dB. Similarly the signal-to-
background noise level (SNR) of the monopole antenna is about 45 dB whereas
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that of the Beverage array is about 60 dB. The distinction between inter-
ference and noise used here is the following; interference is coherent and
therefore e-anates from other HF transmitters, whereas nmise is broadband and
emanates from electrical power lines, electrical machines, atmospherics and
extra-stellar sources. Since the directivity gain of a monopole antenna is
about 4 dB and that of the Beverage array is 23 dB it is seen that the improve-
ment in SNR realized on the Beverage array over that of the monopole antenna
is roughly equal to the difference in the directivity gains.

Further results obtained from a comparison of the linear array and a
reference X/4 monopoie antenna are given for a 3-hour period on 7 October 1974
in Figure 54. This figure shows the difference in SNRs achieved on the two
antennas. The median difference value is 15 dB, which is somewhat short of
the expected value oi 19 dB given by the difference i•n directivity gains of
these two antennas. It is to be expected that a longr sampling of data would
have resulted in a median value which would have been in closer agreement with
the expected value.

4.4.3 Efficiency of a Linear Beverage Array

In an attempt to verify the basic assumption of independent elements
used to derive Figure 52, records such as those shown in Figure 53, were
scaled to determine the gain of the Beverage array with respect to that of
a monopole antenna. Using the theoretical gain of a monopole antenna with
respect to an isotropic antenna for skywaves the gain of the Beverage array
with respect to an isotropic antenna is then readily determined. Results
showing the gain of the Beverage array with respect to that of a monopole are
given for a 3 hour interval in Figure 55. The median value of gain of the
Beverage array with respect to a monopole antenna was found to be 10 dB.
Since the gain of a monopole antenna at an elevacion angle of 13, which is
the predominant angle of arrival of the skywuve signals from Alert, is -1.5
dBi and the total Beverage array losses due to attenuation in linking cables
and power dividers were about 2.0 dB it follows that the gain of the Beverage
array is 10.5 dBi.

The power gain G of an antenna (Kraus, 1950) is given by

C _CD

where C - the efficiency of the antenna (fraction of the power fed into
the antenna that is actually transmitted)

D - directivity gain

The directivity gain of an antenna is determined primarily by the two dimen-
sional geometrical shape of the antenna's radiation pa1_tern and is given to
good approximation for small beamwidths by

D=41,253BWA x BWV

where, the numerator is the number of square degrees in a sphere.
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Since the directivity gain of the Beverage array is 23 dB at the
frequency of the Alert signal and its power gain, as just determined, is 10.5
dBi It follows that its .fficiency is -12.5 dB or 5.6 per cent. The efficiency
on the other hand of a single Beverage element of the type used in the array
is about 1 per cent. Therefore this array of 8-elements has an efficiencywhich is about 4.6 per cent greater than that of a single Beverage element.

This finding is in close agreement with increase in efficiency predicted by
Figure 52 with 3-elements in the array aperture rather than a single element.

An explanation for the increased efficiency that can be realized by the
arraying of inefficient antennas is most easily arrived at by considering the
antenna as a receiving antenna. If the power received by one antenna monitor-
ing a signal is P, the power received by 2 antennas, provided there is
sufficient separation between them so that they are independent, is 2 P. If
these two antennas are phased together the gain of the resulting antenna is,
as a receiving antenna, 3 dB greater than a single antenna. It follows from
the reciprocity theorem for antennas that the gain of this antenna as a
transmitting antenna has also increased by the same amount over that of a
singlc antenna. For an array of n independent antennas the power received is
n times as great as that received with a single antenna and therefore the
power gain of the array of antennas is greater than that of a single antenna
by the factor

AG 1 10 log n

where AG, is the increase in gain of an array over that of a single antenna.

When antennas with an efficiency of 1,0 are arrayed together the power
gain realized with the array relative to a single element can only be due to
the increased directivity gain of the array. On the other hand when ineffi-
cient antennas are arrayed together the resulting increase in the power gain
can stem from an increase both in the directivity gain and efficiency of the
array with respect to a single element. The increase in efficiency of an
array over a single element arises from a reduction in ground losses brought
about by the array's lower electrical energy density which is less, simply
because the total electrical energy is spread over a larger area (De Santis,
1973).

As an example of highly inefficient antennas let us consider Beverage
antennas, which are postulated (Travers et al, 1964) to maintain a fairly
high degree of isolation until their spacing is less than their height above
ground. An approximate relationship between the azimuthal beamwidth of an
antenna, in particular, of an array of antennas, and its aperture is given by

BW = 51.7
A N X

where N the aperture of the antenna in wavelengths.

Since the azimuthal beamvidth of a Beverage antenna (f - 10 MHz, H - 2 m,
L - 110 m, average soil - dry) is 40* its effective aperture is 1.3A. This
suggests that at 10 MHz the directivity gain of an array of these Beverage
antennas is essentially equal to the directivity gain of a single Beverage
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antenna until the array aperture is greater than 39 m. From what has been
said above, up to approydimately 20 non-interacting Beverage element.s could be
phase together in an aperture of 39 m. At 10 MHz the increase in power gain
that would be reajized is 13.0 dB. The majority of this increase must be
attributed to the increased efficiency of the array relative to a single
element since the directivity gain of the array is essentially that of a
single Beverage element or 18 dB. It follows that the gain of this array
would be 12.0 dBi if the gain of a single element is assumed to be -1 dBi.
The efficiency then of this array would be -6.0 dB or about 25 per cent
whereas the efficiency of a single element is only about I per cent.

There is another point of view that can be brought to bear in explaining
the increase in efficiency that is achieved with arrayed antennas. It can be
also used to determine the maximum power gain that can be achieved with an
array whose physical dimensions are fixed.

It is a relatively well known fact in antenna theory that the minimum
effective proximity of the elements in an array is determined by the size of
the elements' effective apertures. In other words, for a one or two
dimensional array of fixed physical aperture the maximum gain that can be
achieved is realized when a sufficient number of elements is placed in the
aperture so that the perimeters of the effective apertures of adjacent antennas
are essentially touching one another. A small degree of overlapping is
possible since the region near the centre of the effective apertures of each
element has greater weight than the cegion near the perimeters.

The gain of an array with 11 elements arrayed such that the effective
apertures are not overlapping, is given by N x A where A is the effective
aperture of one of the array elements. The gain of the array is then given
by

41W

where gN - gain of the array

A - effective aperture of one element (r gX2 /4r)

N - number of elements

If in a first approximation one approximates the effective aperture A
of an element with a square the length of one side in wavelengths is given by

where g - gain of an element

LX linear dimension of effective aperture of array element

Table IV gives the gain and efficiencies of a Beverage antenna array
with a physical apertura of 150 m for 16, 22 and 32 Beverage elements. It is
assumed that the array is on average soil (dry), element lengths are 150 m
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and element heights are 2 w. The gain cf a single element varies between
--4.5 dBi and 2.3 dBi in the frequency range 5 MHz to 20 MHz, In the same
frequency interval the effective aperture ;f a single Beverage antenna variec

± 2from 101.7 mi to 30.4 m and correspondingly the width of its effective
aperture varies between 10.1 a and 5.52 m. It follows that if there is to be
no overlapping of effective apertures in this frequency range the minimsm
inter-element spacing must be 10.1 m. The remainder of the table gives the
gains and efficiencies of the array antenna for 16, 22 and 32 elements when
overlapping of effective apertures takes place the total effective aperture N
x A is adjusted to ensure that the common areas are only counted once and the
resultant is given as N x A'.

TABLE/IV

Gain and Efficiecy of a Beverage Antenna Array Determined From Effective Areas

Aperture =150 m
Average Soil (Dry)

4 Element Height = 2 m
Element Length = 150 m

Frequency 5 MHRz 10 MHz 15 MHz 20 MHz
NIN 1 1i 1

G -4.5 dBi -1.0 dgi 1.0 datii 2.3 dBi
S.168 .251 .317 .368

L 10.1 m 7.531 m 6.34 m 5.52 m
A iOl.7 m 2  56.9 Tn 2 40.11 M 2  30.4 m 2

1.3 % 2.0 % 2.2 % 2.3 %
-•N 16 16 16 16
S 10 M 10 l l0 M 10 m

N x A 1627.2 M2  910.4 Tn2  641.7 mr2  486.4 m 2

G 7.53 dBi 11.0 dBi 13.04 dBi 14.34 dBi
N

_5.66 % 6.31 % 6.82 % 6.82 %
N 22 . 22 22 22
S 2m 7 m 7 m 7 m

N x A 22317.4 .2 1251.8 m 2  882.2 m2  668.8 m 2

N x A' ij65.8 m 1164.2 m2  882.2 m2  668.2 m2

0 N 7.37 dBi 12.1 dBi 14.4 dBi 15.7 dBi

5.45 % 8.12 % 9.33. % 9.33 %
N 32 32 32 32
s 4.84 m 4.84 mn 6.84 in 4.84 -m

N x A 3254.4 m 2  1820.8 m 2  1283.4 ,r2  972.8 m 2

N x A' 1529.6 mi 3170.8 MI 979.2 W2  78q.9 m2

GN 7.3 dBi 12.1 dRi 14.9 ri 16.4 dMi
P" . .22 ': 10% ,7O.O a~ 7

"CG gin w.r.t, dBi A' = effective area adjusted to "ccount for overlapping

I.X= width of effc-thv area In wavelekngth S seponitlcn of elements (metres)

L = width of effective area in metres N = number of elements

A = effective mia

.;.
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The results in Table IV for 16 elements are equivalent to those of
Figure 52. The efficiency at 10 MHz, for example, has increased from 2 per
cent for a single element to 6.31 per cent for the array of 16 elements. The
results of Table IV and Figure 52 diverge for N equal to 22 and 32 because
correction for overlapping of effective areas was not taken into account in
the derivation of Figure 52.

"-5. ,CONCLUSIONS AND RECC•NENDATIONS

5.1 SITING OF HF ANTENNA

A. An effective means of measuring the homogeneity of a potential
antenna site is to erect a monopole antenna and measure its radiated field
with an airborne receiver and short dipole antenna (RELEDOP).

B. The electrical constants of the ground are probably most easily
determined with a temporary Beverage antenna. The attenuation of the current-
wave on the antenna is measured at a number of frequencies in the HF band and
the soil constants (soil type) are determined by reference to Appendix I.

5.2 BEVERAGE ANTENNA PARAMETERS

A. Extei-sive measurements were made of Beverage antenna parameters and
compared with theoretical results. The complement of measured parameters
include the following;

Li.

- input impedance

- characteristic impedance

- current-wave attenuation

- current-wave phase velocity

- isolation between elements

- space-wave power gain

- surface-wave power gain

- azimuthal radiation patterns (space wave)

- elevation radiation patterns (space wave)

The agreement between the experimental and theoretical results was, except
for a few instances, reasonably good It follows that the theoretically
derived parameters can be used with confidence in the design. of communications
circuits using Beverage antennas and in the design of Beverage antenna systems.

B. Theoretical design parameters are given in Appendices I, II and III.
Appendix I gives the current-wave attenuation and characteristic impedance of
Beverage antennas. These can be used to determine the power rating require-
ments and magnitudes of terminating resistors. The remaining design parameters
are given in Appendix II. These consist of azimuthal beamwidth, vertical

---------------------------------..-'- •
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beamwidth, take-off angle and power gain. Appendix III gives the power gain
of beverage antennas for surface waves.

1C. It was shown that the Beverage antenna is a highly effective HF
receiving antenna. This stems from its high directivity gain ('- 17 dB),
broad band characteristics (3-30 MHz) and low take-off angle (- 15.0). Its

3 uther attributes consist of low real estate requirements and low procurement,
installation and maintenance costs. As a receiving antenna it has been found

"V to be more than, or at least as effective as, classical HF antennas in
maximizing the SNR of received signals.

5.3 BEVERAGE ANTENNA SYSTEMS

A. A rosette array of Beverage antennas was shown to be an effective
HF receiving antenna with a mean directivity gain of about 17 dB and an
effective azimuthal steer capability of 360*. It was also -shown to have
potential as an HF direction finding antenna system.

B. Linear phased arrays of Beverage antennas were shown to be effec-
tive OTH and HF point-to-point communications antennas. HF receiving arrays
having mean directivity gains of 23 dB have been tested and found to be
effective in achieving high SNRs on communications circuits. Maximum direc-
tivity gains achieved by classical IF antennas are usually about 16-18 dB.

C. It was shown that an array of Beverage antennas can have greater
efficiency than a single Beverage antenna. Efficiencies of up to 10 per cent
can be achieved using Beverage elements whose efficiencies individually are
about 2 per cent. It was shown that construction of antenna arrays with
power gains which varied from 7 dBi to 16 dBi in the frequency interval 5 Miz
to 20 MHz are possible using Beverage antennas as array elements. The real
estate requirements are 150 m by 150 m. These gains compare very favorably
with the larger classical HF antennas and the costs are about 1/8 - 1/10 those
of classical antennas.

5.4 THEORY

A fairly complete description of the equations used in deriving
the theoretical Beverage parameters used in the body of this report is given
in Appendix IV. Equations are also given for calculation of the electrical
parameters of arrays of Beverage antennas. A listing and discussion of the
CRC Beverage antenna computer program is also given.

A. A prototype transmitting Beverage antenna should be built, tested
and demonstrated.

Purely economic considerations serve as the major justification for
this recommenation. On Lhc basis of Lhe fesults given in, this report, it
appears highly probable that transmitting Beverage antennas can be designed,
built avd maintained at a fraction of the cost of classical antennas, such as
rhombics and log periodics, with a performance which equals or exceeds that of
these classical antennas. Detailed measurements need to be made to verify
that the power gains which have been predicted in this report can be realized
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in practice. If one considers the savings in capital expenditures that could
be realized by agencies using Beverage antennas rather than classical antenna
in long range circuit applications, and the relatively modest resources
required to have these tests performed, one is forced to acknowledge with the
validity of this recommendation.

B. Extensive measurements should be made of a Beverage antenna's power
gain and radiation pattern using the RELEDOP techniques.

Effort and resources dedicated to obtaining detailed radiation
pattern measurements are justified, even at this stage in the development of
the Beverage antenna, to determine the degree to which their measured patterns

depart from the theoretical model. The drescription of the Beverage antenna
in terms of measurements is not yet as complete' as is the theoretical model
of the antenna. Future applications of this ePntenna as adaptive radar antennas
and direction finding antennas are likely to require detailed knowledge of
its radiation patterns. It will be particularly important to discover to
what extent wide aperture linear arrays, for example, are degraded by in-
homogeneous ground and also to determine the limitation imposed by a Beverage
antenna's environment on the beam shaping of wide aperture arrays.

C. A prototype HF direction finding Beverage array system should be

built, tested and referred to industry for further development.

Once again economic consideration come to the fore as justification
for further work in this area. Existing high frequency direction finding
systems are extremely expensive due largely to their antennas and goniometers.
As a consequence they are used only where large expenditures can be justified.

An inexpensive HFDF system is likely to find fairly widespread application in
areas where large initial capital expenditures are not justified, such as;

- tracking of radio buoys at sea to measure ocean currents,

- radio tracking of oil spills at sea,

- regulatory location of transmitters,

- measurement of variations in angle of arrival of HF signals for
scientific purposes,

- portable HFDF system for gathering of intelligence,

- systems requiring multiple, automated DF stations.
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Figure 4. Field Intensiy at a Distance of 61O m vs. Azimnuth from a Quarterwave Monopole at the Centre
of the Array- (U).
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SFigure 5. Relative Field Intensity Meawured at a Ranq,•e of 14.8 km from a Monopole Antenna and Beverg
;,.i Pair Antenna both Excited by a 9, 75 MHz Transrmitter.
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Figure 8. Mcasu,-ed field intensity from a )j4 monopole antenna excited with a 9. 75 MHz transmitter.
Transmitter -)ower has been normalized to I w. Theore tkcal results are Included and show fall off

'field intensity with distance for average ground (wet) and poor ground.
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FigureI9. Comparison of field intensity measured at a distance of0.6 km from position of the center of the

rosette array with theoretical values for earth types varying from dry sand to sea water.
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(b ATTENUATION CONSTANT vs FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 1I. Relative Amplitude and Attenuation Constant vs. Frequency for a Reveraqe Antenna.
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(a) Composite input impedance of 8-elements. (b) Comparis-rn of experimentai ad theoretical input
impedance for elemwit #1.
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(c) Input impedance of element #1 terminated in (d) Input impedance of element #1 terminated in an
a short circuit. open circuit.

Figure 15. Debert Input Impearce Measurements an Sevirge Antennas Terminated in an Open ircuit,
aSort Cirult and the Antenna's harocteristic Impedance.
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Figure 16. Debert Element #1 Measured Characteristlc Impedane, Current-wow Phae Velocity and Comparison
of Measured Current-Wave Attenuotlon with Some Theoretical Curves.
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Figure 18. Typical theoretical elevation and azimuthal rudiction patterns for a Beverage element situated
yOe, WCreOge soil (dry) and whose length and height are 110 m and ! m, respectively. The 3-dB
vertical beomwidth 8Wk, take-off angle 41lo gain GN and 3-dB azimuthal bearnwidth BWA as

defined in Section 3. 1 are Illustrated.
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+-•}Figure I a This diagram demonstrates the source of" th discontinuities in Figs. //-I to 11-48. in particular, it
.•shows that the discontinuities in Fig. 11-36 are causd by a secondary iobe growing In magnitude with

___•increazsing frequency and surpasng the main lobe.
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average soil (dry) at 10 MHz for lengths between 100 and 400 m and heights between U13 and 3.0 tn.
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I.-

L:1.m H1.man f1M'. i m H17m nM=1MHe2700

ib) Azimuthal pattern for Beverage antenna, (d) Azimuthal pattern for Beverage antenna,

LhOrn', H•O.7 and f=MHz. L1lore, H-.m and f= z2MHz.

?7011 20*

ýb) Azimuthal patt ern for Beverage antenna, (d) Azimuthal pattern for Beverage antenna,
L-lorm, H=0.m and f= S MHz. L=1OIrn, WO1.7m and f=I2MHz.I 'nI'

-8 1 1.2 d~

•.-'2 70 0 2 70 "1

=•;• ~ ~~(b) Aiuhlptnfo era ntn,,(e) Azimuthal pattern for Beverage antenna,

AFigre 25. Measured azimutall rodiat on patternf of Beverage antennas or 12 and 18 MHz.

The length of the antenna was 110 m arid height ws varied h9twen 0.3 and 1. 7 in.
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Figure 26. Comparlson of theor-etical and experimental patterns at 18 Mez for a Beverag antenna.
The experimental patterns are those shown in polar form in Fig. 25 (a, b, c).
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Figure 29. A Portion of the Beverage Rosette Array.
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Figure 30 Modified Plan View of the Beverage Antenna Array Showing the Azimuths of the 12 Fixed Beams.
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(a) Azimuthal pattern of Beverage pair
"antenna. Measurement was made
with a vertically polarized XELEDOP
antenna. This pattern w•s shown
in rectilinear form in Fi& 5-

(b) Comparison of azimuthal pattern

obtained with the vertically
polarized XELEDOP and skywave
of opportunity.

(c) Comparison of azimuthal patterns
obtained with the vertically
polarized XELEDOP and a

vertical dipole and transmitter

suspend,,d from a Balloon.

Figure 31. Compansons of measured azimrthal radiation patterns t 9. 75 MHz for a Severoge pai. antenna
at Camb-idge Pay
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Figure 32. Vertlcal Radiation Pattern fat the Beverage Pak Antenna Pointed Towards Alert at a Frequency
of abjout 9&5 MHz.
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pair a~ntenna. The balloon mn!asurenments er mad at 9.0 MHz and the XELEDOP rn~eauremenhwere mode at 9. 75 MHz. The theoretkai c ve was derived foMrz fr.quency of 9.5 MHz and average

•° soil (diy).
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220~1ý 44 20 28 30

(a) Theoretical vertical radiation pattern for a Beverage anienna at 125 kHz over poor 5o1 (dry).

20 240 260° 280s 300 320

S(b) Theoretical azimuthal radiation patterr• for a Beverage antenna at. 125 kl-z over poor so'i (dry).

i:Figsire 36. Theoretical radiation pitterns for Bee•rag antennas• situated on poor soil.

The length of the antenna is 24 km and its height is 7.62 in

1. ... 0-- --, . -.- 0.
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FigFi't' 37. Compnrison of Experimental and Theortical'r&dae Wave Gains of Beverve Pair aWd S4e
Beverage Antennas for Average Soil (dry) and We[ Rich Soil, Height I m and Length 110 m.
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Figure 38. Field Intensity at the Center of the Array From a Balloon-Suspended Transmitter.
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BEVERAGE 7"
PAiR

-- .
SL L

ANTENNA

•L 1-V

Signal-.o-.nterferencc taken almust simultancously, on a Beverage pair antenna and a nluarter wave monopole

antenna for 12 ,onslcutive time intervals.

Signal-To-Interference Ratio (dB)

Interval Beverage Pair Monopole

+5 --13
2 +14 -3
3 +30 +12
4 +19 +8

5 -21 +10

6 +15 -2
7* +34 +4

8* +23 0
9* ý-26 -16

10 +37 +6
11 +14 +16S12 45 +-16

.Spectrum analyzer outputs shown above.

Figure 40 CR 7 displays of a spectrum analyzer connected alternately to o monopole antenna and a Beverage

pair aniennu. In each instance the Alert signal uppeors it the center at the display and the other signals are

inrerferring signals. The IF bandwidth of th-e spec-tram analyzer vwus 3 kHz; the width of the spectrum

window scanned was 2 41Hz •nd the scan time was 0. 1 se./die. Table show some measured signa!.to-
interference rarlos on the two antennas.

[
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44A
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t!a) Sequcntial ½fmpling of tui terminal voltages of the (d) Sequential sampling of the t'erminal vo!lages ot the 12

12 B'verage pair antennas at Cambridge Bav, Beverage pair antennas at Cambridge Bay, monitoring
munuring w, n It) Mu,. wwv on 15 MI-I, some.hat fatter ; time tan (hi.
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Fi~'ure 42. Direction Fin-ding Patterns Obtained With the Beverage Array from Know.n Transminiters
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figure 43, Further _`x.mc'es of Dlrection-Finiiong Patterns on Signals from K.wwn 7ran~.ritters.
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BEVE.RAGE ANTENNA

TO 43 , TO

O4•ERATIONS ALERT

BUILDINJG

4;1 POWER COMBINER

aSWITCH BOX WITH PHASING CABLES

2:1 POWER COMBINER

Fiqure 44 Schermut of the 32-Element Linear Phased Bewrow Array Installed of Cambridge 8&/, N W. T
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"a~ Q 4 S16 20
FREQUENCY (MHz)

(d) Azimuthal bearnwidth of the Cambridge Bay linear array.

*36

5 4-

30- r 1  | i I I 1

0 4 a 12 I6 20 24 26
FREQUENCY (MHz)

(b) Directivity gain of the Cambridge Bay linear array.

-I
0 V1 ;I4\f13

I - Z

40
0 4 a 2 1 2 4 2

FREQUENCY (MHz)

•PRIMARY GRATING LOSEr
---. SECONDARY GRATING LOSE

1a-PRIMARY LOBES DOWN AT LEAST 13 48

(c) Azimuths of the primarý and secondary grating lobes of ,he Cambridge Eay linear array.

F7gure 45. Azimuthal Bwmwidth, Direc ivIty Gain and Location of Grating Lobes for the Cambridge Bay Array.
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(b) Theorctiral azimuthal pattern at 10 MFIz of a weighted 8 elcment linear phased Beverage array with an
aperture of 14i9m. Cos weighting was applied to the antenna aperture.
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Figure 48. Theoretical Patterns at 10 MHz of an Un~-.eighted and Weigh'ted Linear Bevragqe Array
Wit" an Aperture of 15m.
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APPENDIX I

Theoretical Curves for Attefnuationf Characteristic Impedance

and Velocity Ratio
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A P P E N I X I V

An Analysis of the Beverage Antenna and Its Applications to Linear

Phased Arrays

In the analysis which follows consideration is given to the formulation
"of the elevation radiation pattern for the Beverage antenna. The work follows
the notation of Beverage and lie-x4itz(1,I0) and is extended in order to
consider the effef'ts of mismatching at the terminating end. Since the
response of this antenna is greatly affected by the ground constants over

Swhich the antenna may be install-ad, an in-depth analysis is included in order
to determine the antenna response for varying ground parameters that are
likely to be encounLered The work also includes the application of the
Beverage antenna to linear phased array systems.

|A

4.4

I II I II I I I l I I I I I I I II
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SECTION 1

Analysis of the Beverage Antenna

Consider a plane wave incident on the Beverage antenna at some eleva-
tion angle 4 and propagating in the direction as shown in Figure EV-l. For
"an elemental length dx from point P, where P is midway between A and B, a
voltage Vgdx will be induced on the line. The magnitude of this voltage will
be dependent on the parallel component E. of the vertically polarized electric
field E such that

Ep - Ev sin ý cos (1:1)
S V

where 6 is the azimuthal angle of the plane wave with respect to the antenna.
However, if we assume for the moment that 6 is zero then

S- E sin 4 (1:2)

Since E lies parallel to the line a potential gradient results giving
p

dP _ -- (1:3)
dx p

Therefore the voltage induced in the line is

V dx v dx (1:4)
g dx

Equatiop (1:4) may be thought of as a voltage generator on the line in series
with two impedances ZIN(A) and ZIN(B), where ZIN(A) is the impedance looking
in at P towards A and ZIN(B) is the impedance looking in at P towards B,
giving rise to an elemental current i where

V dx

Z ZIN(A) + ZIN(B)
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Figure IV-I. Model of the Beverage Antenna

ZIN(A) and ZIN(O) may be expressed through the usual transmission line
equations (See for example skilling(ll)) as

Z (A) ~Z 0[L tan~h Y 2(1:5)
IN Z Ztn

and

ZIN(B) z 0  BZ + jz• t2nh (1:6)
IN ZO+ jZB tanhj Y R (-

y in equations (1:5) and (1:6) is the complex line constant defined as

y = a + JB (1:7)

where • is the attenuation constant in nepers per unit length

B is the phase constant in radians per unit length

ZB in equation (1:6) represents the terminating impedance at B. However, if
ye assume a perfectly matched system, then

Z (A) =Z (B) ZO (1:8)
IN IN
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then,

V dx-is a -A- (1:9)
. 2Zo

At point x the phase angle of the current is with respect to P will be
determined through the propagation length x cos *' to be

V dx W~X Cos ;
--&- c (1:0)

S 2Z-

where c is the velocity of light

w is the radian frequency

The induced current is will cause a current wave to traverse the wire in the
direction of propagation, that is, towards B. This current wave may be
expressed as(12)

"e-Y (1:11)

and therefore

Vdx WX cos - 0 (1:12)
i" 2Z0

Combining the exponents in x and factoring out the constant term results in

V gdx e712EeY W Cos X (1:13)
S_2Zo co

Since y = + JB then,

V + a o
"-6-dx e- + J) + - J o x (1:14)' 2Z0 e(-+j c

The phase constant of the lina 8, may be expressed as

= •- (1:15)

where Pa is the velocity of propagation of the wire, therefore

V + 9.5-0dx e-( + j5)- [t + JS (1 - N cos')Jx (1:16)
r ,b 2 Z .
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where N
c

The total current at B as a function of the elevation aagle will be the sum 4
of the elemental currents over the total length of the line, or in other
words, the integral of equation (1:16). Since P has been chosen as the
reference point, we may integrate them- t, £, thus,

V _ XZ 2

I 2 2 + (1 e 2 (1:17)

2,2

which results in

V z ...

*j~(x+ 2o) 2sinh 2
B' 2Z e (1:18)

( 2
where y' = ' + je (I - N cos k) (1:19)

Thus equation (1:18) may be used to calculate the elevation radiation pattern
of a perfectly matched Beverage antenna that is, when ZL - ZO. However,
achieving a perfectly matched system is extremely difficult, especially when
operating over a wide frequency range, and Oherefore oug r-~ consider the
effects of a mismatched system.

In order to understand the effects of mismatching, consider a signal
impinging on the antenna wire from the reverse direction (i.e. • >900). A
current wave ia will result and will propagate towards A where

-: ,_i dx e -i c e -Y(1:20)
a 2Z 0

Combining the exponents in x and factoring out the constant term in the same
manner as for ib (equation(I:16)) results in

V 2 [t + jO (I + N cos V)]x (1:21)
Sa 220  e a

The total current I at A as a function of W the elevation angle is simply the
integral of equation (1:21) thus,

V
I ,----e 2 [2 +TJ (I + N cos 'ý)1xd (1:22)A 2ZO ie
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which results in

V k tsinhL.I
A e 2 (1:23)

2

where Y2 * + JB (I + N cos P) (1:24)

At point A, the terminxtion end, a reflecting current ib wili result if
ZL • Z9 and will proceed to propagate towards the receivig end B. Thus

s iYgk Z s i m- 2 - t "" PL (1:25)
Sib 2%, Y__L

Where P is the reflection coefficient given by l)
L

PL ZL+Z 0  (1:26)

Thus the reflected current ib at B will be
2

2 £ slnh PC (1:27)
-p. 2- Y2 L

2

The total current at B, the receiving end. will Lhen be

LT('4) -I MIB) + i (1:28)
T B B

or !

L(ý) e 2 Z. + P ] (1:29)
2 2

The above analysis assumes that no reflecting currents occur at B (i.e. the
line is correctly terminated at the receiving end).

In order to complete tCe full two dimensional radiation pattern, the
term coo 1P must be multiplied by cos 8 in "yj and Y2 (equations (1:19) and
(1:24)) thus

-Y = + ja (1 - N cos P cos 8) (1:30)

Y2 - + 8 (I + N cos 1P cos 0) (1:31)
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The resultant uquatLL for the two dimen;3onul radiation pattern then beco.-es,

v _ 't__h _-I'('t•)• • 412Z•e •cos - 1 •+ L-. snyzk 1 132)

S2 2

- . ;'•• 2c Load irnveduzau .t the Rc-,eivi-4 End: Although

it w.~s assic t~hit the line was correctly terminated at the receiving end,
this assumptio'n is not strictly correct because the impedance Zi as seen

loo!king inrtc the line at B (Figure IV-l) towards A will vary according to the

degree of vismtiatc at the terminating end B and with frequency. The impedance

Zi may be derived from either Equation (1:5) or Equation (1:6) to be

[Z, + jZ 0 tanh -i

Zi .Z1 (1:33)
L Z0 O- + jz tanh I 2

liowever, if the terminating impedance ZL is chosen such that the degree of

misr-atch is minimal, then for a reasonzble ilne length and attenuation, ZI
will tend towards Zo. Thus if we choose a terminating impedance at B to be
the characteristic impedance ZO of the line, then to a reasonable degree of
accuracy the line may be said to be correctly terminated at the receiving end.

The power developed in the load impedance at the receiving end may be

giv s ()

P = Re{Vl*! watts (1:34)

where V and I are the m.s. values of the complex voltage and the complex

current respectively. However, since we are dealing with complex currents

and complex impedances then

"V _(yS)Z 0  (1:35)

where IT(l,O) is the total current at the receiving end (Equation (1:32)).
Thus the power developed in the load at the receiving end may be given as

T= Re(ZG) 11T(e,I)1 2 watts (1:36)

frower Gain ,'e-'erred Lo an isotrop-ic Radiatcr: In order to compare the
gain of a Beverage antenna to that of other more widely used antenna systems,

one would have to take simultaneous field itutensity measurements of both the

unknown and a known chosen standard antenna. The standard antenna selected

for this purpose would be chosen on the basis that its characteristics are

well known. The field intensity measurements obtained from the beverage

antenna may then be referred to the field intensity measurements obtained

from the standard antenna in order to make gain comparisons. Fron a computer-

Mmz-
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etudy standpoint, the tactropic radiator may be used as the standard because
its characteristics are precicely known.

The isotropic radiator may be considered to be a point source suspended
in free space and radiating equally in all directions. At some radial distance
R from the point source the power passing through the sphere is (S) (41R 2 )
wheie S is the averag: value of the Poynting vector at the surface of the
spnere. This must equal P where

P S4rR (1:37)

Thusthe power density Pd is simply Lhe average value of the Poynt' Vector
S. S may be defined as

S IEB •(1:38)

where E and B are the electric and magnetic vectors respectively, and p0 is
the permeability of free space :.4Tv x l0-7). Using the relationship that

LE = cB (1:39)

then

-(1:40)

The average value of E over oae cycle is ½E- an4 this leads to
vMax

P oc (1:41)

where E is the rms value of the electric vector. The effective aperture of
an isotrcpic radiator at a unit distance may be given in terms of the wave-
length squared (Xz) to be (14)

A - 4--2 (1;42)

lThus the power P passirtg th; ough the sphete c., a unit distance is

P " -c- watts (1:43)
I'oc4l'



Thus the power gain of the Beverage antenna referred to that of an izotropic
radiator is

4 1T 110 c ', T , 1 2 pe (Z o ) ( 1:4 4 )
Pr

(assuming E to be unity)

Thus the gain in decibels referred to an isotropic radiator is

P 1 10 log (P dBi (1:45)
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S ECTION 2

The Effects of Ground on the Beverage Antenna Radiation Pattern

So far the preceding analysis has considered only the direct wave.
However, the resultant induced voltage Vgdx from point P (Figure (IV-l))
comprtses three waves namely the direct, ground reflected and surface waves
(excluding sky wave propagation). If the source of these waves is at a
sufficiently large distance from the point of detection such that the magnitude
of the surface wave is negligably small, then we may coasider only the direct
and ground-reflected waves. Consider the diagram in Figure (IV-2); at point
P the resultant E vector Er is the vector addition of the horizontal compo-
nents of the E vectors for the direct and ground-reflected waves. The path
length r, which is a function of the antenna height h above the ground plane
and the elevation angle t, constitutes a phase shift ýr ulth respect to the
direct wave, where

S 21T
€ (2h)sin W (2:1)

r

In addition, the reflecting properties of the ground will introduce a further
phase shift and also a reduction in the magnitude of the E vector. This
Lhange in magnitude and phase is revealed through the reflection coefficient
(pv ) of the ground for vertically polarized waves and is given by(1 5 )

v c sin P - -' - cos' I,

p- e c c (2:2)
-/c• sin 1 + V 2 - cos2 1

c C

where E is complex and is given by:-ic
E = - j -S (2:3)

c r WED

where P is the ratio of the permativity of the ground to that of free
space

c is the ground conductivity in mho/meterg

EO is the permativity of free space (8.85 x 10-12 Farada/meter)

At point P on the wire, the resultant horizontal component of the E
vector may then be determined thus
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!2r

E Ev sintP (I . Jei2 h sin P) (2:4)
r v v

The negative sign in equation (2:4) indicates that the horizontal components
of the direct and ground-reflected waves are oppositely directed in space.

This condition is illustrated in Figure IV-2.

DiRECTION Of
EY PROPOGATION OF

SDIRECT WAVE

GROUND OEFECTED

GROUND

fi~jr* I V-2. Illustration of the Res.iultant P~raIteI Component of the E Vector (-,)frmte iec n

Grouind Reflected Waives

•! Beverage Antenna Response to Ver'tically Polarized Ground Wavoes: As the
• vertic~lly polarized grounmd waves traverse the imperfectly Londucting ground,
;-• they tilt forward in the direction of propagation by an angle 6 with respect

to the vertical. The magnitude ot this tilt angle, which is a fu~ctior, of
; the ground constants and frequency, may be given •s(16)

EP ,.



2¼

(E - 1)2 + 1
- a tan-• i( 2  (2:5)4.(C

Sr F_ OW

Thue the parallel component EP of the vertically polarized ground wave may
be determined as a function or6 to be

gp-Z sin 6

Therefore the Beverage antenna response for a vertically polarized ground
wave may be determined by using equation (1:32) giving

2 eY (2:6)

e,) -- 2I cos 8 sinh - __ +P sinh 2
2Z0

2 2

where Y•: + J5 (I - N cob 6 coso ) (2:7)

and Y2 - + J0 (1 + N cos 6 cos 8) (2:8)

-'
A

1.:

-1t

B .......

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I|~ .... i .... 'U . .F T °
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S ECTION 3

Determination of the Characteristic Impedance (ZO)

and the Complex Propagation Constant (y)

For a uniform transmission line, the characteristic impedance Z0 , and
the complex propagation constant y may be expressed through the usual trans-
mission line equations as(11)

Z0  fohms (3:1)

and

y /Z.Y (3:2)

where Z is the series impedance and Y the shunt admittance per unit length
of the line expressed as

Z = R + JwL (3:3)

where R and L is tne -esistance and inductance per unit length of the line
respectively, and

Y -G + JWC (3:4)

where C and C is the conductance and capacitance per unit length of the line
respectively.

The Beqerage antenna is essentially a transmission line with the
ground providing the current return path. For such a circuit, Carson"l 7 )
provides the followit.6 formula for tha series impedanee

' (b~2hb) V -2h'pd

Z = P + j2u, in + 44 (V --+ j - (3:5)
• C



•.• T i:L38 "-

The firat two terms in equation (3:5) formulates the szries impedance
of the transmission line if the ground is a perfect conductor and the last
term takes into account the ground's finite conductivity. The Infinite
integral in equation (3:5) may be evaluated to give

Z - R 2 - l j2w l1 ( + 44 (P + JQ) e.m.u. (3:6)

where P and Q are functions derived by Carson and are given below:

In equations (3:7) and (3:8), y = .•811 and cJ,, 02, 03, 0,., S2 and S,. are
infinite series defined as follows;

$2  ( (SO +( rf2 In + 2 (3:9)
-)I(2n 1 2)!

-. ; n =+0-00
4n + 1

_- C (-i)n~ rn+12 [(3)(5)(7)...(4n + ()]2(3 + 4n) (3:11)

12+ 1+1 (r1 2 ) 4 n +2

02 - (-l)n[1 + ½ +'"' 2(n + 1) 4(n + i) '(2n + l)I(2n + 2).,] (3:12)

n-0

03 • (-l)fn r( 4 n+÷3 )
4 0 ( (3)(5)(7)..(3 + 4n)]+(4n + 5) (3:13)

1 ()4n + 4
- .( ,) • 1.1.E3 2(n I) 4(n + 1) (2n + 2)t(2t2 + 3)!

n-0

r - (3:14)
n ()5()..(n+11( n

C1 + + + (r2 4n + 2 (3:12



where r 2hi4ITOY w .m.u. (3:15)

If the ground conductivity 0g, nnd fhe height h, of the antenna above the
grcund plane are in M.K.S. units, then to comply with the results obtained
for P and Q in Carson's paper,

•5r =2hvr4,ncr 0-0I/ x 10-') e.m.u. (3:16) :
gN

Thus the series impedance Z (equation (3:6)) may be rewritten in the M.K.S.
units as

Z R + j2w.10 -71n + 4w(P + jQ).l0 ohms/meter (3:17)

Carson has set limits for the range of r (i.e., 0.25 < r < 5.0), in determin-
ing the value of P and Q. For values of r > 5.0, he (Carson), has derived an
assymptotic expansion in order to compute P and Q. However, P and Q may be
determined for r > 5.0 by computing S2 , S4 , 01, 02, 01, and oa in logarithmic
form as follows:

CO 2n + 1 2n + 2

S2  (_,)n exp{(4n + 2)ln (L2 - n? I nq) (3:18)

n 0 P 1 q 1

2n + 2  2n + 3

(-I exp{(4n + 4)1n P- in - inq} (3:19)

L. 0 P 1 q 1

1 + 2n

S= • (-l)n exp{(4n + 1)ln 2 (21n(l+ 4n)) - In(3 + 4n)} (3:20)

nOG P -i

-+ + + 2(n + 1) 4(n + i)]

n 0

2n + I 2n+2

[expQ(4n + 2)ln - inP - Inq}] (3:21)

P=I q-1
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nI M O 1 + 2n

-" (-1)" exp{(4n + 3)ln r - [21n(3 + 4n)] - ln(4n + 5)1 (3:22)

CO

1 4( + 1)o• =(-1)n[ + +½ (2 l 1) - ( )

M n 0

2n e2 2n + 3

[expf(4n + 4)ln (j .~laP l iq~l (3:23)

P= q l

This method of computing the infinite series' prevents computer overflow and
allows the range of r to be extended to the value of 10. For r > 10.0 Carson
provides a much simpler expression to computer P + JQ and this is given by

p + jQ =L+ _ 1 (3:24)

7 r r 2

The value of r as deduced by Carson assumes that er the relative dia-
lectric constant has little effect on the series impedance Z. However, Wise(18 )

states that above 60 KHz this assumption no longer holds and therefore he
(Wise) has derived a correction factor for r giving a new parameter

rW re -r i+ e.m.u. (3:25)
2+ 2 .10-7)

where o is in MKS units.
g

An examination of equation (3:25) reveals that Wise's correction factor is
also applicable for lower conductivities. Thus r may be replaced by rv in
the infinite series' and in the simpler expression (equation (3:24)), in order
to compute the values of P and Q. For r < .25 Wise's series for the computa-
tion of P and Q are employed thus:-

P --- (cos N- sinN) + 111 sin 2N S-i

8 3,12 64 16

[cos 2N(0.6728 + In )] + N sin 2N + 2 + (3:26)
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0-.03861+ 121n (ýt) '0 (oN enN+! L
16

a{in 2N(0.6728 + in T2 - N cos 2N} - cos 2N + (3:27)
Nco ) 64 c "

Up to this point we have been evaluating the series impedance Z and now, the
shunt admittance Y musc be considered. Generally, the conductance G, the real
part of the admittance, is quite small and for all practical purposes may be
ignored. Thus the shunt admittance Y may be given as

Y ¥ - J (3:26)

Thus the characteristic Impedance Z0 and the complex propagation constant Y
may now be determined as a function of w, h and the ground parameters to be

R + j2L.iO*in (h) + 4w(P + JQ).10 o(i" ZO ohms (3 :29)

and

R- + j2w.lO-0in (~) + 4w(P + JQ).I0-) ((3:30)

where b is the radius of the wire in meters.

by(1l)The value of the series resistance per unit length R, may be determined

R 2K/f ohms/unit length (3:31)
b

Where K = 41.6 x 10-9 for copper wire, and f is the frequency in Hz.

Equation (3:29) shows that the characteristic impedance Zo is complex
and probably accounts for the difficulty in selecting a terminating impedance
to optimize the design of a Beverage antenna system particularly when operat-
ing over a wide frequency range.

• • , , •i I I I Ii i i ii m
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S SECTION 4

Radiation Pattern of a Linear Array

Consider an array of N isotropic elements with equal amplitudes of unity
and spaced evenly by a distance D as shown in Figure IV-3. Following KraLs(19)
the radiation pattern E for such an array system may be expressed in the
following way:-

E (4:1)

where c is the phase difference between any two adjacent sources. Equation
(4:1) is a geometric series and may be expressed as,

E 1 + eiý + e2j+ý e+ e ((4:2)

Equation (4:2) may be manipulated into the following form,

• sin (W•/2) eJc
Ee (4:3)sin (0/2)

where i is the phase referred to source one of the linear array. However, if
the phase is referred to the centre of the array then,

__.Isin (Ný/2)

E sin (0/2) (44)

The phase angle 1, the phase difference betveen any two adjacent sources, may
be given as

= D sin 0 (4:5)

Thus, :he radiation pattern E as a ftnction of 6 is

SE(e) =sin (ffND sin ) (4:6)

sin sin e
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PLANE WAVE

r4:4

Figure IV-3. Illustration of a Plane Wove at the Angle 0 with Respect to L,',er Antenna Array of[ spacing 0.

In the central region of the radiation pattern (I.E. where 8 is small), then

sin ID sin 0) 2 sin 0 (4:7)

Therefore,

N sin sin (
E X .(4.8)

sine

Thus in the central region, the radiation pattern E (Equation (4:8)),
approximates very closely to a sin(x)/x function where

! M = -N- sin e (4:9)

The maximum value of E occurs when sin(x)/x is unity, that is when x 0.0.
Thus,

max N (4:10)

Bearmyidth and Apertu4re Length: The 3 dB beamwidth may be determi-red
from equation (4:9). Let E - 0.707N, the" x - 1.39 radians. Then from
equation (4:9),

sin 6 0.442A (4:11)ND



if the angle 0, is radians, is approximately equal to its sine value, then
the beamwtdth, which is equal to 20 may be given as

50. 65X,
Beamwidth - T degrees (4:12)

where ND is the aperture length in meters. Usually, in the design of a
linear array system, the beamwidth will be specified for a given wavelength
A, therefore two choices remain in the design of a system in order to meet
the beanmidth requirements, namely:-

(1) the number of elements;

(2) the inter-element spacing.

As an example, given a specified beamwidth of 1.2' at X = 30.0 meters,
the aperture length may be determined using equation (4:12). Thus,

50.65 x 30.0ND 65x3. 1266.25 meters
1.2

The aperture length is ND rather than (N - I)D because the aperture distribu-
tion is dependent upon the total number of elements used. However, the
physical length of the array system is (N - 1)D.

Radiation Pattern of Ln Array of Non-Isotropic Emements: The foregoing
analysis has considered a linear array of N isotropic elements with an inter-
element spacing of D. To determine the radiation pattern for a similar array
using non-isotropic elements, the method of beam pattern multiplication( 2 0 )

may be used provided that all the non-isotropic elements are oriented in the
same direction. The general expression for this method is given by,

E (e,W) - E(O)-E1 (,,4) (4:13)
r

where E(O) is the radiation pattern for a linear array of isotropic elements
as a function of e.

E1 (8,W) is the radiation pattern for a non-isotropic element as a
function of the same 0 for a given elevation angle p.

Er(e,4) is the resultant beam pattern for a linear array of non-isotropic
elements.

This method may be emp• .•yd provided the equatioa foi Lhe radiation
pattern of the non-isotropic element, as a function of 8 and P, is known.

ii .... .III II



Power Cain of Linear Array: As the number of elements in a linear array
system are incrensed the contr.butions of current from each element are added.
Thus as the number of elements are doubled, the power gain will increase by
3 dB. Thus the power gain may be simply stated as

power gain (dB) - 3 log,_(N) (4:14)logl o(2) ( 4

where N is the number of elements used such that

N - 2M (4:15)

and M an integer number.

Thus the power gain in decibels referred to that of an isotropic radiator is
given by

+ 3 logly(N) + W dBi (4:16)

where W in equation (4:16) takes into account the effects of weighting to be
discussed later.

Determrination of the Miniurnw Spacing: A limiting point ixi reached, how-
ever, when the power gain no longer increases in proportion to a further
increase in the number of elements for a given aperture. This limitation in
the power gain occurs when the elements are so closely spaced that they inter-
act with one another. This interaction may be thought of as an effect caused
by the overlapping of the effective areas of the individual elements thereby
reducing the power gain of the individual elements( 2 1). However, if the
spacing is chosen such that the edges of the effective areas just touch one
another then we may say that the spacing so chosen will be the minimum that
may be used without violating the concept of overlapping effective areas. In
order to calculate the minimum spacing, one would have to determine the
horizontal length of the effective area, for it is this length that would give
the minimum spacing. The effective area Aem of a Beverage antenna may be
derived from Equation (1:42) giving

A = 4- square meters (4:17)

where G is the maximum power gain of the Beverage antenna referred to an
isotrolpic radiator. The -3 dB beamwidth may be defined as 6e, and Oh where the
subscripts e and h represent the electric and magnetic vectors, therefore,
ee and ah are in the planes of the electric and %agnetic vectors. Since the
Beverage antenna responds to vertically polarized waves then Oe and 6h are the
half power beamwidths in elevation and azimuth respectively. Usually Oh > Oe
for the Beverage antenna and this suggests that the effective area will be



el-lipticAl in nature with the major axis in the horizoqtal plane. Since we
are tnterested in the minlum distance at which tnt•.nnas may be spaced then
we n.,ed only to calculate tJa length of the vajor axis. The minimum spacing,
whiýh may be denoted by Dmin, may then be given in terms of e 80 and the
effective area. Thus

• ::i A 0 h

Dn "2 emr' (4:18)

where Dmin in Equation (4:18) is expresse4 in wavelengths. 6e and e may be
hexpressed either in radians or degrees.

!,,erica" Proc,?dures

Sap.lZed Aperture: Since the linear array system is a series of elements
separated by a finite distance D, it -an be regarded as a sampled aperture
where sampling takes place at the element positions. If the wave field at
the sampleo positions is given by
~21---- • ]- nD s in 6

E(nD) - e (4:19)

i:hen the r-ir field angular distribution is the Discrete Fourier Tran-storm
(DFT)( 2 2) of th,± equation (4:17). Thus,

)i N _ 2_r (r )

2 -1-- (nlJ)k
F(k) - E(nD)e " (4:20)

-- _•in J!• + 1

2~r2

where ND is the chosen sampling frequency as a functiorn ol the aperture length
KD. There are N distinct vaujes compurable by equation (4:20) namely, thosa
for k in ý:he range

N NT + < k (4:21)

If we now substitute for E(nD) in equation (4:20) the result becomes,

N ~2rr(nD)k
2 sin e-

F(k) 
(4:22)

2
n- +

where ND may be defined as t!e 3ine of the aigular estimates between the
discrete points ot '. Let bv defined as tinee angular estimates then,

-- V
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Sw arc sin (4:23)

for k defined as above.

The limits oi sin a are therefore

si a •-N N X
sin a to sin a (4:24)

or sin a (4:25)
Max 2D

For a given wavelength X in equation (4:25) three cases arise if the inter-
element spacing D is varied.

Case (1) D < 2

If the inter-element spacing D is less than half a wavelength thent
sin > 1, and therefore only those angular estimates of a sector of

the angular distribution out to some K < N such that K < 1 are valid.
2 ND

Case (2) D
2

If the inter-element spacing D is half a wavelength, then sin O½ax I !,
or _ , and therefore angular estimates are obtained over a sector of the
angular 2distribution + h eom boresight.

A
Case (3) D >-

2

If the inter-element spacing D is greater than half a wavelength then
I sin Ox : < 1, and the angular distribution will repeat beyond Ca 1 I-
From a sampled data theory point of view, sampling takes place at less than
the Nyquist rate and therefore alliasing occurs.

Based upon the above procedure, a program was written in the Fortran IV
lan:guage for use on the Sigma 9 computer at C.R.C. in order to determine the
performance of linear array systems.

The program essentially coMDutes the radiation pattern for an array of
isotropic sources, utilizing the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and then
by the method of beam pattern multiplication with non-isotropic element, name-
ly the Beverage ante.ana, calculates the resultant beam pattern for an array of
non-isotropic elements or Beverage antennas. TMe beam pattern results are in
the form of a linear plot of azimuth angle against gain in decibels normalised
to the maximum value. A typical output result appears in Figure IV-4).
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S E C T I O N 5

'Primary' Grating Lobes

Beyond the central regions the radiation pattern function reverts to,

E = X (5:1)i0
sin sin a)

Note that at some value of e such that D sin 0 1 1, or sin 6 -D, then forT

any value of N > 1, equation (5:1) is indeterminate. Equation (5:1) may be
evaluated, however, by the use of L'Hospital's rule to give,

E N (5:2)

Thus a secondary lobe of amplitude N, which may be defined as the 'primary'
grating loL.t, will appear at some azimuthal angle 8 given by

6 = arc sin ( (5:3)

The word, 'primary', is used here to distinguish this type of grating lobe
from that of another type to be discussed in a later section. The ± sign ir
equation (5:3) indicates that two grating lobes exist and are positioned
symetrically at ±6 from boresight. For example, if the inter-element spacing
D is equal to one wavelength (D = X), then two primary grating lobes will
appear at ±1 from boresight. If, however, the inter-element spacing D is much
greater thag one wavelength (D >> X), then for every wavelength X contained
in the inter-element spacing D such that

nA < 1 n 1 1, 2, 3, -- (5:4)S~D -

multiple grating lobes will exist. Their positions in azimuth will then be
given as

o i -arc sin (±.\ (5:5)
n

---.... ~.



Since the value of sin 8, for any given value of n, takes on four possible
values in complete azimuth, it can be concladed that the positions of the
grating lobes in the second half of the radiation pattern Is the mirror image
of the first half. As an example, let X - 30 ueters and D 40.65 meters,
then for n 1, the first grating lobes will appear at,

e - arc sin ( 30.0 - 47.55* (5:6)

For the mirror image,

e - 180.0 - 47.550 (5:7)

- 132.45' and 227.55* (5:8)

uRX

for n - 2, then D > 1 and the second grating lobe extends beyond the 'visible'
region (using antenna theory parlance), and therefore, ie not valid.

The position of the primary grating lobes, which have been determined
in the foregoing example, are exemplified in the polar plot of Figure XV-5.

300. 30-

270 W "

I 7

404

/50

240* (20

Figure IV.5. Po/o, Plot Illuswating the Position of the Grating Lobes fow the Exmwple Given on PCe 150.
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SECTION 6

Beam StReering

For special requirements it may b- necessary to stper the beam from
boresight into the direction of the sigral source. To meet this requirement,
delay linee may be inserted into the array system in order to steer the beam.

A For example, if there are 32 elements in a given array system, 31 delay lines
would be required (excluding the reference element), in order to steer the
beam to a given angular postion. Furthermore, if the beam were to be
steered ±10.0 degrees at intervala of 1.0 degree, it would require the use of
620 varying lengths of delay line in order to achieve this. However, the
maximum amount of beam-steering that may be achieved will be dependent on the
beamwidth of any one element.

The 'Segmented' Array: In order to reduce the number of delay lines
used for beam steering, the array may be arranged in grcups or segments, with
M segments of n eleuments per scýgent. This method results in a secondary
array system where each segment may be referred to as one element for Y
elements. The spacing between the cegments, or elements of the secondary
array, will be n times the crijinal inter-element spacing D of the primary
array.

For the calculation of the delay lines refer to Figure IV--6. The first
segment (segment 1) is considered to be the reference segment. The length L
is calculated for tue ftruc elemernt (element 5) in segment 2 for a given
azimuthal steer angle. The method as described Is then repeated for the
remaining segments in order to calculate the remaining delay lines. Using
the previous example, the number of delay lines required to steer the beam
±10.0 degrees fror boresight will not be 140. The method results in a con-
&ideracle teduction in the number of delay lines required and in addition
reduces the complexity of the associated switching system. However, the

*; method requires the payment of a penalty; as previously mentioned, the amount
*• of beam-steering available is determined by the beamwidth of any one element

and similarly, for this method, the amount of beam-steering available will be
determined by the beamwidth of any one segment.

F) -

Figure IV-6. Illustration of the Segmentation of the Linear Array.
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Consider one segment of 4 elements. The sumation of the arbitrary
phase ¢ is depicted in Figure IV-7. Let A(x) be the x co-ordinate of A, and
let A(y) be the y co-ordinate of A then,

A2  a 2 (4 + 6 cos 4) + 4 cos 24 + 2 cos 34) (6:1)

The maximum value of A2 occurs when 4 - 0. Thus,

2 A2
A- 16a 2  (6:2)

max

For the half power points,

"max = 8a 2  
(6:3)

2

and therefore,

2 3 cos 0 + 2 cos 24 + cos 34 (6:4)

Equation (6:4) is satisfied when 0 - 41.0 degrees, and therefore 8 the
azimuthal angle at which the half power points occur may be determined from
equation (5:3) to give

8-+arc sin (4361•T) degrees (6:5)

For an example let X = 30.0 meters and D 40.65 meters then,

6 = +arc sin (0.084)

+4.82 degrees

Thus, the beam-steering limits are +4.820 from boresight for a wave-
length X - 30.0 meters.

Figure IV-8 shows plots of the radiation pattern in the central region
for steer angles from boresight to 5.0 degrees in increments of 1.0 degree.
The linear array was in the 'segmented' configuration, with 4 elements per
segment, with an inter-element spacing D and wavelength X of 40.65 meters
and 30.0 meters respectively.
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A(x)

A 03A (y) ;

Figure IV-7. Phasor Diagramn of One Segment of 4 Elements.

SBEAMSTEER ý0.0 ' BCA,• STEER : '00'• BE AMSTEER 2 ,00°
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Figure IV-8. Radiation Patterns in the Central Region For the Beamnsteers as Shown.
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'Secndary' GCrating Lcbes: If the linear array system is in the
segmented configuration, the system may be thought of as a secondary array
system, where each segment represents one element in the array. The inter-
segment spacing, denoted by D, is then given by

D) -ND, (6:6)

11 where N is the number of elements used in the segment.

D is the original inter-element spacing.

If the inter-segment spacing Ds is much grep'e than a wavelength (Ds >> X)
'secondary' grating lobes will result. The ,ocd, 'secondary', distinguishes
the type of grating lobes which is now under consideration from the type
previously mentioned. To determine the position in azimuth of the secondary
grating lobes equation (5:5), previously used for determining the positions in
azimuth of the primary grating lobes, may be used, except that D must be
replaced by D thus,

S

e = arc sin (6:7)
n (±D

for n = 1,2,3,---, such that 1< .

D
.:jS

Figures IV-9 to IV-13 illustrate the presence of the secondary grating lobes
resulting from the array system being in the segmented configuration. Four
elements were used per segment with an inter-element spacing of 40.65 meters.
The total number of elements used in the array was 32. These results were
obtained at a frequency of 10 MHz (X - 30.0 meters) and may be compared to
the result obtained in Figure IV-5 where the array was not in the segmented
configuration.

-1
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S EC T I ON 7

Amplitude Weighting

(23)
Amplirude weighring uay be applied to the linear array in the form

of

----- 21T 2•
A(£) 0.54 + 0.46 cos 2 (7:1)

L

Consider a continuous aperture of length L with a plane wave incident on the

aperture at some angle 9. The wave field is given by,

S2• Z sin 8

E(- k-:2)

If amplitude weighting is applied in the form as shown in equation (7:1) then,

-•.•t( 2r, • i ~r sin 0

EM 0.54 + 0.46 cos i= (7;3)
L

The far field distribution is the Fourier Transform of equation (7:3) thus,

L

. 2T sin
E .E f0.54 1 0.46 cos --&J e e .dk (7:4)

• 22

27T
where L is the space frequency of period L. The evaluation of equation
(7:4) results in

"E - n54 - 0.46 I (7:5)

ITL
wnere xs inO- ) (7:6)



If x - 0.0 (i.e. sin e = , then E will attain its maximum value of
L

E 0.54 L (7:7)
max

At the half power point, E is 3 dB below Emax, or E - 0.38 L and this gives
rise to a value of x 2.047 radians. Since x L (sin e -.- from
equation (7:6), then at the half power pointo,

2.047 (sin (7:8)

Thiis,

)4i - 2.047X (7:9)
sin L rL

Let sin 0 - - sin , thenL

sin . (7:10)7rL

Again if is small then,

2.047 57.29578 37.332di t L--x 5.97 L degrees (7:11)

The beamwidth which is defined as 2- is then given by

Beamwidth 74.665X degrees (7:12)
L

Thus by the application of the weighting function as shown in equation
(7:1) the beam-idth will increase by 32.2% to that with no weighting. However,
the adjacent side lobes will be reduced to less than 1% of the main lobe.
Successive side lobes, however, will tend to increase in amplitude and exceed
1%. It will also be noted that the main lobe will reduce in amplitude to
0.54 compared to that with no weighting. The value of 0.54, which may be
defined as the normalising factor, is used to normalise the radiation pattern
when weighting, of the form described above, is applied. The effects of the
beam pattern when this form of weighting is applied are exemplified in the
linear plot of Figure (IV-14).

,. . ..- - -..- --I.- I.I-.I--I-I
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-•, Figqure I V-14. Illustration in Linear Forth of the Radiation Patterr, With the Appticotion of
• Amplitude Weighting.

Reduction in Gain with Amplitude Weightingy: Since the application of
amplitude weighting reduces the amplitude of the radiation pattern, then the
reduction in gain in decibels may be given at.

W - 20 logoL si x 015 -4.46 (713

xx

where x is defined in equation (7:6).

STaylor Weighting; Taylor (24) weighting is particularly useful in wide
--• aperture, narrov, beaamwidth, linear array systems, where the main-lobe to side-

S~lobe voltage ratio has beeu specified. T'his form of weighting also insures

s= 2

•,•- that the successive side lobes remain at the specified voltage ratio out to
• , ~some integer number designated •

-- Let the radiation pattern resemble the following function in the central
• region

F (Y) - cos n • M - A 2 (7:14)

where a is a number somewhat greater than unity and-is chosen such that F(M)
becomes zero at a corresponding integer designated n.

0is defi-ed by:

.•. 7
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0sn _ _(7:15)

A has the properties such that cosh rA is themain-lobe to side-lobe voltage
ratio. M is an integer ranging from 0 < M < n. To determine the Fourier
coefficients or F(M), one must evaluate the products

M{ ""M2 M2\

F(M) 17 [ -C- 2  + (n - )21 (- (7:16)

where C is an arbitrary constant and may be taken to be cosh VA.

In order to determine the weighting factors the inverse Fourier Transform
must be performed on equation (7:16), and this is given generally as,

W(P) F(O) + 2 (M) cos MP (7 17)
14-1

where P2 < V2

Since F(M) is zero for M 'n, then the summation terminates at M = n, thus
simplifying the evaluation of equation (7:17).

Taylor has produced a table of values (Table IV-1) including the three
parameters necessary in order to calculate the corresponding weights namely,
A 2, a, and n. Another useful parameter, designated B,, and found in column
3 of the table, may be used to determine the actual beamwidth of a linear
array system when this form of weighting is applied. The actual beamwidth is
given by,

B 'o. i
Actual beamwidth = ND degrees (7:18)

For example, if a designed main-lobe to side-lobe voltage ratio is to be
100.00 (40dB), and Wr is chosen to be 6, then from the table,

a = 1.04298 and B. - 68.76°. If a wave number of 42.21 is
used, tbin the actual beamwidth will be,

Actual beamwidth - 68.76 x 1.04298 degrees, 1.70 (7:19)
42.21
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7-,A&LL /V-1

D,•sLgr •.±de- A' Values of the par-ameter "_ _

lobe ratio ISide- lob ! - _-3 "in n - 4 in - 5 a - b 7 n - 8

0 .0P000 26.65 0.o0O00 j 1.33333 1 201AJX 1..4286 .illll I 1.09C91 1.07692 1.06667

S1.7826 34.49 0.14067 1.29351 .18672 1.13635 . 10227 1.08838 1.07514 i .0653d.

I ;.162.8 ) 0 33 !O.33504 1 1.24393 1.16908 1 12254 i 1.0203 1.08492 1.07268 1.06350

15 5.62341 41 5.93 0.5"950 1 1.18689 1.14712 -. 11631. 1 .092ti 1.08043 1.06949 1.06112

20 1). o0w 51.17 0.90777 1.12549 1.12133 1.10273 i 1.08701 1 1.07490 '..6554 1 .058 It,

25 17.7828 56.04 1.29117 - .D9241 I.08696 i .0728 1.06834 i.010083 .. ,v6

30 31.0228 60.55 1.24229 r. 06934 1.06619 1.06079 L.05538 1.050).'

3i 56.23•1 64. 7 2.25076 .. . 1.05386 1.05231 1.04923 1.045b7

40 100.000M 68.76 2.8442B -.. .... 1.0298 ..U 1.040

Beamoidth Spread (Percent): The percentage spread in beamwidth when 40
dB Taylor weighting is applied may be determined, by first, determining the
beamwidth of the sin x/x radiation pattern using the same wave number. For
example, if the wave number of 42.21 is used the sin x/x beamwidth will be

Beamwidth 50.65 1.20 (7:20)42.21

The Beamwidth spread in percent will be

1.7 - 1.2
Beamwidth spread - 1.7 X 100 (7:21)

- 29%

Thus, with the application of Taylor weighting, the beamwidth will increase
by 29%.

It has been determined numerically that with the application of this
fuori of weLgLhtiu• he "iu lobe will L.tduce ii aaiplludz Lo 0.551 Co81pared
to that with no weighting. Thus, the beam pattern obtained with 40 dB Taylor
weighting applied has been normalised to this value. The effects of 40 dB
Taylor weighting on the beam pattern is exemplified in the linear plot of
Figure IV-15.
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Figure I V-15. Illustration in Linear Form of the Radiation Pattern with Application of Toylor Weighting.

Reduction in Gain With TayZor Weighting: Since the application of

Taylor weighting reduces the amplitude of the radiation pattern, then the

reduction in gain in decibels may be given as

W 20 loglo [F(M)] (7:21)

where F(M) is defined in equation (7:16).
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SECTION 8

Azimuthal Bearing Errors Caused by Linear Array on Sloping Ground

Azimuthal bearing errors will result if the linear antenna array system

Sis installed on sloping ground. The magnitude of this error will be dependant
upon the true azimuthal bearing of the signal and its elevation angle. To
illustrate this, consider the diagram of Figure IV-16.

z

•2

xy

Figure IV-16. Illustration of thc Linear Array on Sloping Groxnd
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In this diagram, the unit vector A, In the direction of the linear
array, has an elevation angle a with respect to the x, y plane. The unit
vector S represents a signal vector having an elevation angle p and an
azimuthal angle 0.

The projection of the S vector on the x, y, z, coordinates will give

S i cos -I + 9 cos a, + £ sin^ (8:1)

where B1 is the angle between the S vector and the y coordinate, = is the
angle between the S vector and the x coordinate, and i, 9, Z are unit vectors
in the x, y, z directions respectively., Similarly for the A vector

-A = cos ý + i sin (8:2)

Since we are interested in the angle y between the vectors S and A, then the
resultant cosine of the angle y is simply the dot product of S and A. Thus,
cos(y) S.A therefore,

cos(y) cos %I cos • + sin W sin 8 (8:3)

From a knowledge of right spherical triangles cos ai may be deduced and is
given by,

cos =I Cos Cos e (8:4)

Therefore

cos(y) - cos P •- 'is 8 + sin '4 sin • (8:5)

. To simplify matters, assume 'zhat --h: fi at or main lobe is broadside to the
linear array system (i.e. 6 - 10 "o tnen

cos(y) " sin 1.' sin ( C8:6)

Thus for an array having an elevation angle of 8, the value of y turns out
to be a function of the elevation angle ý of the signal. For example, if
S= 2.0* and 4' = 20.00 then

'y arc cos (sin(20)sin(2)) = 89.30 (8:7)

- --. -.-- - - ------ f-- i i" i -i i ,--'- .....



The bearing error AY which results from the array being on sloping ground is

& - 90.0 - arc cos (sin P sin /) (8:8)

From the foregoing example, Ae turns out to be 0.7'. This bearing error is
particularly important in wide aperture, narrow beaard.th, linear array
systems. The result is that as the elevation angle of the signal increases,
the array be4m tends to steer away in azimuth from the direction of the signal
source. Eventually, at some elevation angle, the beam will steer sufficiently
away so that the direction of the signal Is outside the beawidth of the
array. These variations in the elevation angle are particularly noticeable
for radio waves that propagate via the ionosphere(25),

• i
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SECTION 9

Radiation Pattern Formation as a Function of the Radial Distance R

For a performance evaluation of a linear array system, the test trans-
mitter should be placed at some radial distance R from the system in order to
minimize interference caused by the Fresnel effect.

Consider a linear array system of aperture length L, and also consider
a point source at some radial distance R from the linear array as shown in
Figure IV-17. Radio waves emanating from the point source will produce a
curved wavefront with respect to the linear array. For some given length £,
the propagation length S may be given as

S = (R2 + (Z + ,)2}½_ R (9:1)

but R0  - R sin e and Z - R cos 6 and therefore S may be given in terms of e,
2. tnd R to be

S {R2 sin2 6 + (Z + R cos 0)2}½ - R (9:2)

For a given R and 0, S(k) may be evaluated by use of the Maclaurin series to
'he second order term to be

S(k) = I C a 2(l - cos 20) (9:3).L• 2R

Thus the phase angle ý may be given as a function of £ to be

k cos 0 - U( - cos 2e) (9:4)

The second term in Equation (9:4) represents the interfering-phase effect, or
Fresnel effect for a given radial distance R. If we now assume orthogonal
conditions (i.E. 0 - 90), then

0(k) - -t- (excluding the minus sign) (9-5)

Using the criteria that the interferring phase shall not exceed 1 radians at
L, then R may be given as8
2



210

R 2L2  (9:6)7-7

With the criteria above, Equation (9:6) represents the boundary condition
between the near field or Fresnel zone, and the far field or Fraunhofer region.
The result obtained in Equation (9:6) also appears in Kraus(26). From Equation
(9:6) It wlll be noted that for a given aperture length L, the boundary

condition is inversely proportional to the wavelength X.

P

WAVE Ro
FRONT R RR

S

L L ___

Figurt,' I-17. Illustration of a curved wave front emanating from the point P and whkh is arring at some

angle 8 w.r. t the linear array of length L.
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0042; RMMKP276900S 07/16/75 11:19
C Pp~OGRAM TM COMPUTE AND DISPLAY THE RADIATIOI'j PATTER*., FMR
C A LINFAR ARRAY OF BEVERAGE ANTENNAS@ THE NUMBER OF
C E..EMENTS (NRX)i USED IN THE APRAY MUST BE AN INTEGER
C PfWER nF TWO ELEMENTS AND NOT Te EXCEED 64
C THE ARRAY MAY BE
C ISEGMENTFD' PROVIDING THE TeTAL NUMBER OF ELEMEMTS USFD
C IN THE SYSTEM ARE EXACTLY DIVISABLE BY THE NUMB[R OF
C ELEMENTS CHOSEN FOR THE SEGMET,. RADIATION PATTERNS ARE
C A6SC CRMPUTED FOR THE ARRAY SYSTEM ON LINEAR SLOPING GROUN.D
C CISINE WFIGHTING OR 40DB TAYLOR WEIGHTING MAY BE APPLIEDC Tý THE ARRAY SYSTEM# IF THE ARRAY IS SEGMENTED, THE WEIGHTS
C ARE APPLIED TO THE SEGMENTS ON4LY,
C T"E INPUT PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR THE PRO(RAM ARE Aq FOLLOWS:
C D.,,,.,THE INTER-ELEMENT SPACING 0 IN METERS
C NQX....NUJMBER OF ELEMENTS
C FAV..,,,THE FREQUENCY OF OPERATION IN MHZ

* C THETA.....BEAMSTEFR ANGLE (DEGREES)
C NPT......THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS PER SEGMENTS
C (IF NPT=i, THE ARRAY IS NOT SEGMENTED)
C ALPHA......THE ELEVATION ANGLE OF THE SIGNAL IN DEGREES

* C (IF ALPHA a 0.0, GROUND WAVE CnNDITIONS ARE ASSUMED]
C t3ETA.....GROUND ELEVATION ANGLEIDEGREES)
C IVKIP....,PARAMETER F9R SELECTION OFAPPROPRIATE
C WEIGHTING FUNCTION
C ISKIP a O,..,N WEIGHTING
C ISKIP - 1..,CSINE *.EIGHTING
C ISKIP a 2...TAYLOR WEIGHTING
C XLENGTH.....ANTENNA LENGTH (METERS)C EG.,,..,..,,RELATIVE DIALECTRIC CONSTANT
C SIGMA ..... .GROUND CONDUCTIVITY (MHO/METERl
C w. ....... eANTENNA HEIGHT (MFTERS)
C RADIUS......WIRE kADIuS (METERS)
C THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE COMPLEX CHARACTEPISTIC
C IMPEDANCE ZO IS TAKEN AS THE TERMINATING IMPEDANCE ZL.
C EXAMPLE MF PARAMETERS:.
C 7 "'l'•5",0'i,22ji&0.,o0.I00"io, 003I'ai ,PlO6E-'.
C DATA PARAMETERS START IN COLo 1 OF DATA CARD
C
C B.J, ROOK MARCH 30 1975

g C

DIMENSION BRG(999),W(256),ITITLE(500),
* IT1(0: 20O•LINE(10DO)RBUF(2000c ABUF(256)
*-IFT(200O0)XLL(128),WFcI28),XGAM(2I

COMPLEX CWBUF(512),CMBtiF(512),CBUF(64),CBUF2(64)
4, XGAMMAZ•q ZIN

EQUIVALENCE (XGAMMAXGAMI1))
DATA ITITLE,' AZIMLJTH ANGLE D!GREES '/:C/?99.9/9/

-- • *' LIM/128/

C RCAD IN nATA PARAMETERS
INPUT DNRXDFAVTHETAPNPTALPHABETA.ISKIPXLENGTH,

S*EGiS IMA&HPRADIUS
THETA - THETA/57*2957R
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ALPWAi u ALPHA/57#29578
BETA - BETA/57*29578
XLAMBDA a C/FAV
O• 40 1 a I i ILIM/2
XLL(1) 1 0,0
WF(I) a .90

40 ChUF(1) a CMPLX(1.,O,)
CALL WISE(EGSIGMAHRADIUSXLENGTHXGAMZOFAV#

*X4AMMA#XND08)

ZLL a CABS(ZM)
CALL DELAYCONST(NPTDTHETAXLAMBOACBUFNRX AXt.LNP)

IF(ISKIP ,EQ* O)GO TO 43
IF(ISKIP ,EQ& 2)Gb TO 200
CALL wEIGHT(NRXjCSUFJNPTpWF)
GO TO 43

200 CALL TAYIfOR(NRXCBUFDWFNPT)
43 DO 30 I 1 P ILIM
30 C'BUF8IF = CMPLX(O.*O,.O,

MCNTR a * +ILIM/2)
LCNTR = MCNTR - (NRX/2)
00 2 N w 1 j NRX
CMBUF(LCNTR-I+N) C BUF(N)

2 CMNTINUE
M - ALeGcFLOAT(ILIti))/ALOG(2-0) + 0.5

CALL FAST4 (M • CHBUF 1 4 1 -1)
DO 345 N 1 2 , ILIM

345 AgUF(N) - CABS(CMBUF(Nf)/FLOAT(NRX)
AMPMX = AbUF{I)
CONST - XLAMBDA/(U*FLMAT(ILIM))

ID a 3
D0 772 1 - 2 P ILIM
IF(AHPMX .GE. ABUF(I))Ga TO 772
AMPMX = ABUF ()

•. ~ID - -

772 CONTINUE
773 WRITE(IOR,12)

WRITE( iO8'3)NRX
WRITE (108l4)D
WRITE cOR,23)FAV
WRITE 10RP29)XLENGTH

£ WRITE 1082p8)XN
WRITE IORA38)DB
WRITEC 108,37 XGAM(2)
WRITE 108,33;H
WRITE 10,834)EG
WRITE IORP35)SIGMA
WQITE I08k3S)RADlUS
WRITE 108P 3 9)ZO
WRITE(IOR•31)ZLL
IF(ALPHA PEQ, OO)GO TO 501
WRITE lO832)ALPHA

501 IF(NPT .EQ* t)GM Te 774
WRITE(iOR,15)NPT
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774 IP(T'ETA ,F.., 0- .AND. ISK!P -EQ- 0}t TP 566
• ~WRITE lOS;•,i6 )

IFUfLPT -EQ- 1~3t T 77S
SwRITE( 109120)

wRITE(IOR;22)I p XLL- I 7. ,F iI),I IP•NR

Ge TO S66775 .WITE(10R419i

566 CONTI'NUE
DLC60Ei?-,o0,93,!TlTLE) IT(K) s k, 0 1 2000

N32 I i

4 433 SINE a CIANST*FLe)N-I)

OSINE - CfNSTFLVAT(N-I-D0)
1ISI'E .IGT- 2.)GO T8 435
SSINci w AMOD(SINEi.0)

999 IFISI'-JE .GT. I ),C)GC TM *35

IF{ ISKIP .E40 }AM0MXa.¶
IF(ISKIP .*GQ 2)AMPMX,0.551
IFIS1KIP .EQ. I)AmPMX m C.54
BguFtý') = ABUFtli/AMPMX
BRGiN) x 57.29578*ASIN(SINE)

435 IFIJ E,. 1)Gi, Te 4.36

N N N
436 N% ~ 1

IF(,NN ,[• O G[b Tf-_ 771

ORG(N) •800 - BRGfNN)
44, IF(OSINE ,GT. 1.O)GM To 770

I a I + I

IF(SI'E .LE. 1.OcGe To 884
IF(ISKIP -ED- O)Af"PMX..jf

IF(ISKIP .EQ- 2)AMPMXuO.551
IF(ISKIP .EG. I )AMPMXu-.54

OBUF(N) ABUF(I)/AMPMX
884 N a N + 1

IF(I - I.IMt*33,433,432
770 IF(J2 ,EQ. 1,GC Te 883

NO w N

883 N2 a N2 -

IBBUFIN) . RUF(N2'
N U , + $

J2 " 1
IF I - IL!M1433#133,43?
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771
CALL 3EVFRAGE(N;l3RGIFTFAV\ALPdAJEGHSIGMAID,

""XLE'GTHzfXGAMMAXGAM, XNZLLXGAIN)
PER -- LCGIO(NRX)/ALaGIO(2.)
IF(ISKIP sLQ O)XGAINI a Oa
tFriSKTP .E;. 1)XGAINI a -5,35
ITI!SKP ,Er.,- 2)XGAINJ a -5.16

PokEp a (3**PER) + XGAIN * XGAIN1 +20*ALeG!OaBBUF(I0+1)1
4RTTE(1C•i59)PewER
HRITF(1Cg,,17)

DO 403 2 N-1
XL z FT(N-J)*BBUF(J)
IF(XL.GTO.,.AND.XL.LT.3°16E-3)GO Tf 403
IF(XL.E0.l.OcGe Tfl 77A
LL - 50.1 + (20.-ALOG10(XL)] +.5
6C TO 779

778 LL '

779 ECtDE(7P,45ALINE)IT(L),BRG(N.J),LL

T07: C2NTINUE
D0 4O% J - 2 N-1
X I- x T(j)*BBUF(J)
IF:XLGT.OC.MNDXLcLT,3,i6E-a)GO Tf 4Cr,
IF XL .- Q. OO})G TO 776

aL - 5,C (20.4ALOGIOIXL) * .5
G TO 777

776 LL n
777 ENCODE(7?,j 5ALI NE)IT(L ,BRG('j, LL

WQITE(l38p27)LINE(K)AKmlj8

L I L + 1

404 CeNTINUE
WPITE (1rS,67)

STOP
17 Fe.-Ir(',,29XlNf,,RMALISED INTENSITY PATTERe.'/

F37Xs'1.00B PER DIV'/
415Xj'-50O'•tO2xjl-25*0'•22X):o.O'/

*17X,2b( -+ ))
i45 FORMATC4X,1Al,6XF6.2,4+!,NX,,.1DT70,9+I)
27 FeRPATIA49),

9" FORMAT(2OQOA1)

.2 FeRMAT(IIDISPLAY IN LINEAR FORM OF TkE RADILTIe% P4ITERN#
*' FOR A LINEAR ARRAY MF BEVERAGE ANIENNAS'p4X,18, Jo ROOK')

1. FORML'T(/,Tr4E NUMBER 6F ELEMENTS USED a '.012
14 FcRmAT;/INTER-ELEMErjT SPACING (METERS) - ',F6.2)
15 FaRMAT(/STHE ARRAY IS IN THE SFGMENTED CeNFIGURATION',,

I WITH ,12,1 ELEMENTS PER SEGMENT9 )
15 FORMAT( '1',1DELAY LINE LENGTHS AND WEIGHTING FACTORS LRE:I)
IS FjRrATj/,4X'SEGMEN'l NO',120X,'DELAY LINE',2OX,'WLI3HTING')
19 F RMAT14,'FLFMf;NT Ne.,P2OXs 'DELAY LINE'1,2x 'WFIGHTINGO I
ZO FORMATVi6X,9LENC.TH9,.'4XjFACTPRS,)
21 FMRMAT139X*'(METERS)f',24X,'(DR,)'

11 m!!
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2P FORMAT (AXpI2,27XpF6.2#?5xiF5oP)
23 FtRMATI/1FREQUENCY IN MHZ 4 IPF5*2)
29 FeRMATC/'BEVERAGE ANTENNA WIRE LENGTH (METERS) aPF6,2)

28 FoRMAT (/VELOZITY OF PROPOGATION RAT:M a 'oFS.3)
39 FORMAT(I/COMPLEX CHARACT, IMPED, ZO a (tl'7o°slj

*F7o2# ) HMS'
31 FORMAT(/'TERMINATING IMPEDANCE a 1,F7,2o° 15mSl
32 FtlRMATc/lELEVATION ANGLE OF SIGNAL (DEGREES) ',F5,2)
33 FORMAT(/#HEIGHT OF ANTENNA ABOVE GROUND (METERS) *'F5°?)
34 FORMAT(/oRELATIVE DIALECTRIC CONSTANT OF GR6U;4D w .PF4ol)
35 FORMATC/ GROUND CMNDUCTIVITY (MwC/METER) a lpf-6)
36 FORMAT(/'WIRE RADIUS IN METERS (COPPER WIRE) = ',Fa,7)
37 FORMAT(/,PHASE CONSTANT (RADIANS/METER) a •SF.6)
38 FeRMATu/lATTENUATIO1N CONSTANT (DB/METER) - 'IsF8.6)
59 FORMATr/lPOWER GAIN OF ANT* ARRAY REL. TO ISOTPCPIC',

Ae' RADIATOR -wF8.3v IDB')

SuBROUTINE 0ELTA(AEGpEejSIGMApADELTA)
C SUBROUT!NE TO CALCULATE THE GROUND WAVE
C TILT ANGLE
C B. J. ROOK MARCH 30 1975

•: SL - EG - 1.

52 - SIGMA/(EO*W)
S22 S2*32
S3 w si* S22
S4 a EG÷EC
S5 a S54 + S522
S55 - S5$S5
DELTA a S3E,55
DELTA - ALTANDL25
ADELTA UR ATANELTA)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RHOViXIIp pEOEGSIGMAaR•oH
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE VERTICAL
C GROUND REFLECTION COEFFICIENT FOR A
C GIVEN ELFVATION ANGLEIX*I).
C B. J. ROOK MARCH 30 1975

COMPLEX RHOC2,Z*AC
Y a O.-STGMA/(W*EO3
Z * CMPLX(EGIY)
a - CoS(xll)
Ba - S*
A - Z#SINIXIIU
C *Z-B
C2 * CSQRT(C)
RHO - (A - C21/%A C2)
RETURN

END
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SUBkfUTINE BEVERAGE(LBRGAMPPFAV,XI6IEGIHSIGMA ITS

*X ENGTHZ6,XGAMMAXGAMXNZLLXGAIN)
C SUBROUTINE Te CALCULATE THE BEVERAGE ANTENNA
C AZIMUTHAL RAWIATION PATTERN AT A GIVEN [LFVATIt.

C ANGLE(XIl). IF XjlaO.0, GROUND WAVE CONDITIONS

C ARE ASSUMED.
C S. Jo RMfiK MARCH 30 1975

DIMENSION AMPP(1)JXGAM I)jBRGl1)jSX(1
COMPLEX Z( )sRHeA(l2),C(6},C4

*jR(2),RHwe6lZO0XGAMMA.RH5O

DATA E5/8.85E-12/1PI/3.14159265/
*CC/3. * /

ISK - £
TF(XII FQo. 0.f)ISK-O
F - FAV*1 .E6
ALPHA a XGAM(1)

BETA a XGAM(2)
SRHOM a (ZLL-ZD)/(ZLL÷ZeI

RP6O1 m XGAMMA*XLENGTH
RHOO = RHMO*CEXPC-RHPOl)

L C4 = CEXP(-C4)

IFtISK .EQ" 1)Gm TO 5
CALL DELTACwEG6EdSIGMAXIj)

5 X - w/CC
S~XK a 2.*H*X
-• XLAMSDA a CC/F
SAMPX •XLAtMBDA4*2/(377.*8,*P1)

SIE *Sitt~x1l.

IF(ISK .E . O)GO TO 6
CALL RWHVtXIIA, EeEG, SIGMAR.,)
P,41 - XK*SIE
X - :VS(PHI)

Y a 0.0 - SIN{PHI)

Z(n} a CMPLX(XJY.
A(2) 0 U * (I
Ai3) on Rk5H*Z(1)

A(2) a I. " A(2)

b DO 2 N I 1 i L-1
XrNN a BRG(N4)/57s295 7 8

IF(ISK ,E0. I)GC C 7
A(6) a S!E*C6S(XNN)
GO TO 8 0

7 A(6) - STE*COG(XNN)*A(?.

8 A(7) a AfB6)'.2o*Z5)

Rol a l..NxCOS(XIi)*C65(XNN)
S - R*BTA4XLEN'THN.5
51 *Ol.BETA*XLENGTH*.5

S3 - ALPHAOXLENGTH/2.
Cil) a CMPLXIS3,S)
Ci2) CMPLXfS3 S1 )



A(7) a AC7)*C4
A(7) a A(7)#XLENGTHa CSINt(lC) I/C(1)

• ! •÷ RHeR*CSINH(C(2) }/C(P) }

AMPP(N) a CA3S(A(7))
IF(N,?&E,TD÷eAG6 TO 2
A(S) = A(7)*A(7)*,5*REALCZl)
PCmER * CABS(A(8)I/AMPX
XGAIN t0,*AL8GIC(A8A(POwER))

2 C3NTI'NUE
XNORM a (,

IF(AMPPCK) ,GT. XNORM)XNeRM w AMPP(K)
4 CONTINuE

DO 3 I a 1 . L-1
3 AHPP(I) w AMPP(I)/XNCRM

XII a 57-29578*Xl1
:• IF(ISK .EG* O)WRITEflO8A9)xj!

RETURN
9 FORMAT(/,GROUND WAVE TILT ANGLE (DEGREES) a

END

SUBRe.TI>NE WEiGkT(NRXCBUFPNPTuF)
C SUBROUTINE TO CeMPUT THE wEIG-TS
C FqR COSINE WEIGHTING
C BJ9 ReK MARCH 30 1975

DIMENSISN WF(Il
C6MPLEx CBUF(i)
DATA PI/ 6 ,28318531/
NA a NRX/2

NR a NRX/NPT

C9NsT a PI/FLeAT(NR)
SVe 10 I . N1t

y 0 CeNST4XI

W a 0#54 + Oe46*CeSX)
NI  a I(Iu 1 )*NPT) # I

-- I N2 w I*NpT

De 20 N x N1 p N?

CB'IF(NM+N) a W*CBJF(NM+N)
CBUFiNM*InN) a 0.C8UFlNM+2"N)

20 CONTINUE
4WF(NRI+I) - ABS(20,*ALOG10(W))

WF(NR *1-1I) a WF(NRI+I)
10 CONTINUE

RLTURNSENE)



SUbPtUUTINE TAYLnRtNkXCBUF-#[:,jwFpNPT)
C SjBROUTINE TC CtMPUTE THE wrIGHTS FC!R
C 40DB TAYL.R WEIGHTING
C SJ, ROOK MARCH 3C 1975

CfMPLEX CBL, ( 1)
DIMENSIMN F(0:12 ),ELi :40',F(l )
DATA P1/3,14159265/

.,# ;./6/p A/ ,t 84428,p ,S/ 1 c -4298/
aN = NRX/2

•Q a NRXINPT
NPI w -R/2

"D0 30 1 = 0 '

L 0

S " S*S
RLPEA T  

1iFOR Z=;I',.,'XN .j

1) t 1 K - N it1.•0.00

A, - Z'FLIAT(K)
A2 = Alibi

8 1 1. - A2
C = C.B

Ll 12 N .

0?a F*L tiA T(4 M

E S ( A+D1l
LE is - (Z *.2/E)
F=F rF*EE

12 CC T I '4LE
F G L F F*C SL It L + 4

,0 C,9 Nr I .U E

XNi1l R
XL D.,* XNe-Co5)

0D! 20 0 A NRI
AL a L
A. AL - 0'5

P 0*AL#PI/XL
-- • ~~~IF(AL *EQ, ,* ° t,

G= 0
"0 T 31 m K

AG ,a FLeAT(M)*P
* a F(m;. Ct5S(ARG)

-- •G a, W + G

31 COjNTINUE
G a 2,.G S~EL (L ) a (F (0 )+G )/ 12 ,-4p l l

20 CtNTINUE

SDt 40 1 - I i K.1
EL(I) - EL{I)IEui.•:
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N2 z C(Imsl)4NPT)+i
N3 n I*NPT

00 50--K, N2 i N3
CBUF(NM÷K) a ELII)*CBUFiNM+K)
CBUF(NM+IVK) u ELfI)*CBUF[NMei-K)

50 C1NTINUE
WF(NRI+I) w ABS(2C**ALVG10(ELiI)))

WFfNRI+1-I) 4 wF(NRI+I)
40 CCNTINUE

RETURN
E•D

0008: RO6KP276900S 07/16/75 12:40

SUBRMUTINE GPNOTILT(NRXDiOCBUFTHETAALPHA,8ETAXLAiBDA)
C SUBRMUTtNE Tr CVMPUTE THE PHASE ERRORS
C ACROSS rHE ARRAY ASSOCIATED WITH A

C GROUND TILT (BETA)
C 8.Ja RPOK MARCH 30 1975 S~COMPLEX CBUF(1)

DATA P1/3.1o159265/
IF(ALPHA EQE. .0 .AND. BE T A .CQ. .0]RETURN
SA a SIN(ALPHA)*SIN(BETA)

EP a (PI/P#) - ACOS(SA)
CONST a 2.-PI*SIN(EP),D/XLAMBDA
00 10 N = 1 i NRX
PHI = CONST*FlOAT(N-1)

x a CaS(PHI)
a SIN{PHI)

CIUF(N) m CBUFtN)*CMPLX(X*Y)

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SU8R8UTINE DELAYC0NST(NPTDTwETAXLAM8DAC(UFaNRXXLLNRI
C SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE DELAY CMNSTANCE PER

C SEGMENT 6P THE LINEAR ARRAY FOR A GIVEN STEFR ANGLE

C THETA.
C B.J,ReCK MARCH 30 1975

DIMENSION XLL(t)
COMPLEX CBUF(l)

DATA P1/6B283l8531/

LID k Rx /NPTI
IF(THETA ,EQ, OO)RETURN
01- wALMAT(NPT).D#SIN(THETA)/XLAMBDA
02 a PI#O1

DO 10 I a 1 1 NR-1

PHI * FLMAT(I)4D2
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XLL(i+1) - rATII)*D1#XLAMBDe.

Y -SIN ( PHI
NJ FL5AT(!)*NPT + I
N2 + N÷ NPT - 1

DO 10 N N1 N2
ýBUF(N) - CMPLX(XY)

10 CONTIE uL

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CAPSON (RPPQPI)
CeMPLEX RDljRD2,RPAS2jS21PS4,S41 0

*SIG21,SIG2sSIG1,SIG3,SIG31,fIG4,SIG41s

IF(CABS(R) ,GT. 1O,)GC TO 22

P01 a 2.CL.eGIR/2.)
RO2 - 2,*RD1
RP . -RDI

FAC2 a 0.
S2- CMPLX(0.-O.)
SIGN = "1.

D0 I I 1 ' 50
SIGN . -SIGN
FACI w FAC 2

FAC 1 a FACi*ALeG(2*I-J)
FAC2 . FACA&LOC.G(2*I)
S21 S2
RP P RP + RD2

S2 S S2 . SIGN*CEXP(Rp.(FAC1+FAC2i,
IF(CABS((S21-SZ)/S2) *LT. 1.E-5)Ge TO 2

1 CeNTINUE
STOp I

2 CeNTINUE

RP • CMPLX(0.,0)

FAC2 0
54 " CMPLX(C-,C,)

SIGN u
DO 5 1 50

SIGN a -SIGN

FACI * FAC2
FACI u FACI ALOG(2*1I

FAC2 a FACI ALCG(2*I+1)
S41 S*

RP a Rr + po.C

S4 * Sk + SlIlN*CEXP{RP-kFACl+FAC2l1
IF(CABS(S4A1.'S4i/S4: ,LT. IE- 5 )GO T b 6

5 CONTINUE

STep 2
6 CeNTINUE

RD1 4,*CLaG(R)
RP •CMPLX (O 0 0

XMULTi Ot

SIGN =1



S161 m CMPLX(083333333s0.)

SIGN = -SIGN
X1 a ALOGCI+4)
XMULT2 m XMWLT1 2* .ALeGtI) ?* *ALO5G(I+2') *X1

- P- P0

SIGi2 a S PG3
SIGN a SIGI SIGN.CEXPlRP-XMULT2)
Xt.ULTI a XMULT2 - XI
"IF(C&BS(ISIG2 -SIGj)/SSGj1 *LT, 1 9E-510G Tt1

JC CaNTINUE
STeP 3

15 SIG1 a R*SIGI
R01 * 2,*CL8GfR/2.)

R02 ? -*,ROI
RP -PD ,
FAC 2 a 0.

SIG2 " CMPLX(0O,Oi)
SIGN -
DO 20 I 1 • 50
SIGN -SIGN
FAC 1 - FAC2

ID 02*1
FAC- - FAC 1  + ALOG(ID- 1 )
FACp FACI + ALOG(ID)

De 16 N * I . ID•: X N , N;

16 SUM a SUM + 1./XN
SJM 2 a SUM " I./(2XN)
A * ALOGfSUMA;C*
A 2 •A - iFACI+FAC2)

S1G21 a S:G2
RP a RP +. RC2
SIG2 - -IG2 + SIGN*CExP(Ae4RP)•"•; IF(CABS( (SIGP1-SIGPI.,.';IG2) .LT. I.E-!5)GO TO 2=5

20 C8NTINUE
STOP 4

25 CONTINUE
ROl - 4..CLOGIR)
Rp* 0.
XMULT1 a 0,
SIGN - 1s
S13 a CMPLX(0'2,0.)
DO 30 1 a 5 j 100,4
SIGN . -SIGN

XmULT2 a XMULTI + 2,*ALOG(II +2,*AL•G01•) * Xl
RP a RP + AOl
S1G31 sIG13
SIG3 , SIG3 + SIGNCEXP(RP-XMULT2)
XMUITI a XMULT2 - XI

IF(CABS((SIG31"SlG3)/SIG3! *LT. l.E-5)G3 TO 31
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30 CONT!NUE
STOP 5

31 SIG3 a R*R*R4SIG3/9.
RD1  4 #..CLOGlR/2.)
RP a CMPLXIO,.O*)
FAC2 a 0,
SIG4 0 CMPLX(O.,OC)
SIGN a "1*
D5 4o I 5 5C
SIGN N
SFACI FAC2
ID - 2.1+1

L FAC 1 a FACI + ALOG(ID- 1 )
FAC2 a FACI + ALOG(ID)
SuM a 0.

06 45 N I 1 i ID
XN * N

45 SuM w SUM + 1./x%

SUM2 z SUM - I*/(a**XN)
A a ALOG{SUM2)

A2 - A - (FACl+FAC2)
t SIG41 a SIG4

RP a RP + RDI

SIG4 - sIG4 * SIGN*CEXP(A2+RP)
IF(CABS((SIG*SIGA)/SIG4) -LT, IE-5)GO TO 5C

IF 40 CONTINUE
STOP 6

50 CONTINUE
P a PI•il,'S4J/8, + O,5*(CLfG{2v/(1*7811* )i}*S2

*+ . 7 0 7 *tSIG3-Sl1l) + s.sSIG2
Q 0 0.25 + *5*ICLeG(2./(l17Rl1¶R))H 4 1 1*SU)
.* .707,(SIG3÷SIGI) -PI.S2/8. - .5*SIG#
0• CMPLX(0..1.)4^

GO TO 23

22 PQ (ICMPLX(l.o¼)0@7O07)/R) " (1*/(R*R})

23 RETURN
XGAMMA - CSQRTCXGAMMA|
08 a 8-6S96*XGAM(l)
BETA - XGAM(2)
XN • 2.,Pl/(XLAMBDA#BFTA)
RETURN
END

SUBRdUTINE WISE(EGSIGMAHRADIUS' XL,XGAinZr,
""FAVXGAMMAXN*DB)

DIMENSION XGAM12),TAN(2?
CIMPLEX DEPZCRCwjE2,Pg•XGAMMA
EUUIVALENCE (RCW*TAN41H)
DATA PI/3' 4159265/,EM/g.85Em12/,C/3"E8/
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*PXK/4j .6tL9/
F 0 FAV#i'E6

R a SIGHA*F

XLAMBDA a C/F
*RC O.o0317xH*SQRT(R)

XIMAO a (EG - 1,)/(2*,C*XLAMBDA*SIGMAt*IEi7)
RCW a CMPLX(I*,XIMAG)

6: RCW - CSQRT(RCW)
RPCw ' CABS(ACW)
RCW a RCw*RC
IF(RC *LT. .25)GO Te 2
CALL CARSON (RCWPQPI)
GO TO 3

2 ANG a ATAN2(TAN(2),TAN1H)
ANG2 a 2.*ANG
Rl n RCa.RCW
RES a CoS(ANG) + SIN(ANGI
RESDIF a CeSIANG) - SIN(ANG)
ALG - ALOG(2a/Rl)
A *COSIANG2I;(O.6728 + ALG)
B * A + (ANG*SIN(ANG2))

aP .39?7-(a0f lm7RI#RES)+(RI*Ri#O.O491*SIN(ANG?))
;*+RI.R1O.4 0625.3 + (ANGa.5)
Ci a SIN(ANc•}*CO.672R+ALGC-(ANG*CeS(ANG2))

a m -O.0 O6+(.5.ALG)+i.2357*R14RESDIF)
*ei..O625.R14RIaCl)a(RI*R.O49i4ICOS(ANG2))

-PQ CMPLX(PIG)
3 CONTINUE

RS 2 *.*XK#SQRT(F)/RADIUS
A 4 .E-7*PI*F*ALOG(2.°H/RADILJS)
PQ 8,4PI*F.PQ
D a CMPLXRSAA)
E a0 + PQ*1iE-7
El - (.PIIPI4F*Ee)/ALeG(2..H/RADIUS)
E2 a CMPLX(O.,EI)S~ZC a E/F2

aZ - CSQRT(ZO)
XGAM&A * E*E2

END


